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Following up on the directions of yesterday, State has produced a 
revised draft statement on nuclear policy. It is int~nded to take into 
account the three themes discussed yesterday, viz: 

more emphasis to our commitment to support the nuclear power 
program in other nations, 

more stress to the international rationale for the U.S. 
demonstration reprocessing plant (possible foreign participation, 
advanced consultations, safeguards test bid, and availability 
of reprocessing services when required), 

the need for supplier cooperation because our market position 
does not permit us to dictate solutions. 

State did feel, however, that we ought to pitch this primarily as the 
President's response to his concern over the potential for proliferation, 
and not as an upbeat view of the promise of nuclear power once the 
proliferation problem is dealt with. Apparently after a brief scan of this 
draft, Kissinger "liked" its approach. 
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NUCLEAR POLICY 

A STATEMENT BY PRESIDENT GERALD R. FORD 

We have known since the age of nuclear energy began 

more than 30 years ago that this source of energy had the 

potential for tremendous benefits for .~nd , and the po-, 

tential for destruction. 

On the one hand, there is no doubt that nuclear energy 

represents one of the best hopes for satisfying the rising 

world demand for energy with minimum environmental impact 

and with the potential for reducing dependence on uncertain 

and diminishing world supplies of oil. 

On the other hand, nuclear fuel, as it produces power 

also produces plutonium, which can be chemically separated 

from the spent fuel. The Plutonium can be recycled and used 

to generate additional nuclear power without the need for 

additional energy resources. Unfortunately -- and this is the 

root of the problem -- the same plutonium, when chemically 

separated,is also a key ingredient of nuclear explosives. 

The world community cannot afford to let potential 

nuclear weapons material or the technology to produce it 

proliferate uncontrolled over the globe. The world community 

must ensure that when such material is produced and utilized 

by any nation it is done so under the most stringent 

security conditions and arrangements. 
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Developing the means to prevent proliferation while 

preserving the enormous benefits of nuclear energy is one of 

the major challenges facing all nations of the world today. 

This is a problem of extraordinary complexity and 

severity and the policies and programs we need to solve this 

problem cannot be judged by standards applied to most domestic 

and international activities. Our answers cannot be partially 

successful. They will either work, in which case we shall 

stop proliferation, or they will fail and nuclear proliferation 

will accelerate as nations initially having no intention of 

acquiring nuclear weapons conclude that they are forced to do 

so by the actions of others. ShQuld th~s happen, we would 

face a world in which the security of all is imperiled. 

Maintaining international stability in such an environment 

would be incalculably difficult and dangerous. In times of 

regional or global crisis, risks of nuclear devastation would 

be immeasurably increased -- if not through direct attack, 

then through a process of ever expanding escalation. 
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The problem can be handled as long as we understand it 

clearly and act wisely in concert with other nations. But we 

are faced with a threat of tragedy if we fail 

to comprehend it or fail to take effective measures. 

Thus, the seriousness and the complexity of the problem 

places a special burden on those who propose ways to control 

proliferation. They must avoid the temptation for rhetorical 

gestures, empty threats or righteous posturing. They must 

offer policies and programs which deal with the world as it 

is, ·not as we might wish it. The goal is to prevent pro~ 

liferation, not simply to deplore it. 

The first task in dealing with the problem of prolifer

ation is to understand the world nuclear situation. 
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More than 30 nations hav~ or plan to build nuclear 

power plants to reap the benefits of nuclear energy. The 

1973 energy crisis dramatically demonstta'taJF::( to all nations 

not only the dangers of excessive reliance on oil imports, 

but also the reality that the world's supply of fossil fuels 

inevitably is dwindling. As a result, nuclear energy is now 

properly seen by many nations as an indispensable way to 

satisfy rising energy demand without prematurely depleting 

finite fossil fuel resources. We must understand the motives 

which are leading these states to place even greater emphasis 

than we do on nuclear power development. For unless we com

prehend their real needs we cannot expect to find ways of 

working with them to ensure that their legitimate concerns 

and ·ours are both met. 

However, several nations also have all the technology 

needed to produce both the benefits and the destructive 

potential of nuclear energy, and they have the capability 

to supply such technology and facilities to other riatio~s. 

Thus no single nation, not even the United States, can 

hope by itself to control effectively the spread of repro

cessing technology and the resultant availability of pluto

nium. The United States once was the predominant supplier 

of worldwide nuclear material equipment and technology. While 
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we remain a leader in this field, today other suppliers have 

come to share the international market -- with the U.S. now 

supplying less than half of nuclear reactor exports. 

In short, the u.s. no longer has a monopoly on nuclear 

technology. Although our role is large, we are not able to 

control worldwide nuclear development. 

Action to control proliferation must be an international 

cooperative effort involving many nations, including both 

nuclear suppliers and customers. Common standards must be 

developed and accepted by all parties. If this is not done, 

unrestrained trade in sensitive nuclear technology and 

materials will develop -- with no one in a position to stop 

it .. 

We must recognize that interests in nuclear energy vary 

widely among nations. We must recognize that some look to 

nuclear energy because they have no acceptable energy alter

native. We must be sure that our efforts to control pro

liferation are not viewed by such nations as an act to 

prevent them from enjoying the benefits of nuclear energy. 

We must be sure that all nations recognize that the U.S. be

lieves that non-proliferation objectives must take precedence 

over economic and energy benefits if a choice must be made. 
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PREVIOUS ACTION 

During the past 30 years, the u.s. has been the unquestioned 

leader in worldwide efforts to assure that the benefits of nuclear 

energy are made available widely while its destructive uses are · 

prevented. I have given special attention to these objectives 

during the past two years, and we have made important new progress, 

particularly in efforts to control the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons capability among the nations of the world. 

In 1974, soon after I assumed office, I proposed strengthening 

and standardizing non-proliferation measures at the United Nations 

General Assembly. In the fall of that year, I became concerned 

that some nuclear supplier countries, in order to achieve com

petitive advantage, were prepared to offer nuclear exports under 

conditions less rigorous than we believed prudent. I expressed 

this concern directly to my counterparts in key supplier and 

recipient nations. I directed the Secretary of State to 

emphasize multilateral action to limit this dangerous form of 

competition. 
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At our initiative, the first meeting of major nuclear suppliers 

was convened in London in April 1975. And a series of meetings 

and intensive bilateral consultations followed. 

As a result of these meetings, we have significantly raised 

international standards through progressive new guidelines to govern 

nuclear exports. These involve both improved safeguards and controls 

to prevent diversion, and physical protection against theft and 

sabotage. The United States has adopted these guidelines as policy 

for nuclear exports. 

In addition, we have acted to deal with the special dangers 

associated with plutonium. 

We have prohibited export of reprocessing and other 

nuclear technologies that could contribute to 

proliferation. 

We have firmly opposed reprocessing in Korea and 

Taiwan. We welcome the decisions of those nations 

to forego such activities; we will continue to 

discourage national reprocessing in other locations 

of particular concern. 

We negotiated agreements for cooperation with Egypt 

and Israel which contain the strictest reprocessing 

provisions and other nuclear controls ever included 

in the twenty-year history of our nuclear cooperation 

program. 
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In addition, the United States recently offered to 

place its civil nuclear facilities under the safeguards 

of the International Atomic Energy Agency -- and the 

IAEA has approved a proposed agreement for this purpose. 

NEW INITIATIVES 

Last summer, I directed that a thorough review be undertaken 

of all our nuclear policies and options to determine what further 

steps were needed. I have considered carefully the results of 

that review, held discussions with Congressional leaders, and 

benefited from consultations with leaders of other nations. On 

the basis of those activities, I am today announcing an important 

new u.s. policy that will: 

strengthen commitment of the nations of the world 

to the goal of non-proliferation and build an 

effective system of international controls to 

prevent proliferation. 

change and strengthen u.s. domestic nuclear policies 

and programs to contribute to our non-proliferation 

goals. 

by these actions, establish a sound foundation for 

the continued and increased use of nuclear energy 

in the u.s. and in the world in a safe and economic 

manner. 
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The task we face calls for an international cooperative 

venture of unprecedented dimensions. The u.s. is prepared 

to work with all others. 

PRINCIPAL POLICY DECISIONS 

In forging my new nuclear policy initiatives, I have 

proceeded in the conviction that avoidance of proliferation 

must take precedence over economic interests. 

As a result of my nuclear policy review, I have 

concluded that the reprocessing and recycling of 

plutonium ought not proceed until there is confidence that 

the world community can effectively overcome the associated 

risks of proliferation. The review also confirmed the major 

role that nuclear power must play in meeting both domestic 

and foreign energy needs, regardless of whether plutonium is 

eventually found to be acceptable as fuel. To reach this 

fundamental judgment requires vigorous action on both the 

international and domestic fronts. 

Internationally, I have decided that the United 

States will undertake diplomatic initiatives, in 

conjunction with nuclear suppliers and consumers, 

to control the spread of plutonium and technologies 

for separating plutonium. I am, therfore, directing 

the Secretary of State to seek the support of other 
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nations for strengthened non-proliferation approaches 

including the coordination of restraints and assur.ing 

reliable fuel supplies in ways which prevent these 

from becoming elements of commercial competition. 

This effort requires the cooperation and support of suppliers 

and consumers alike. Indeed peaceful uses of nuclear energy 

can only prosper within a credible international system which 

reduces nuclear risks for all nations and enables legitimate 

energy needs to be met. In pursuing global approaches to non

proliferation, the United States recognizes the responsibility 

to cooperate with other states in realizing the peaceful benefits 

of nuclear energy. And we will do so with nations prepared to 

dedicate themselves to non-proliferation. 

Domestically, we must ensure that our programs and 

policies are compatible with our international 

position on reprocessing. I have therefore 

determined that the United States should no longer 

regard reprocessing of used nuclear fuel to produce 

plutonium as a necessary additional step in the nuclear 

fuel cycle, and that it should be pursued only if the 

economic, and above all, nonproliferation uncertainties are 

resolved. I am directing the Administrator of the 

Energy Research and Development Administration to develop 

programs to conform with this policy. 
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To implement these overall policy positions, I have decided 

on a number of policy decisions that are necessary and appro-

priate to meet our non-proliferation and energy objectives. 

First, I have concluded that Government policies must 

be changed to conform to my decision on deferral of 

commercial scale chemical reprocessing of nuclear 

fuel which results in the separation of plutonium. 

Second, I call upon all nations to join with us 

in exercising maximum restraint in the transfer of 

reprocessing and enrichment technology and facilities 

by avoiding or deferring such sensitive exports 

for a period of at least three years. 

Third, I have concluded that new cooperative steps 

are needed to help assure 

that all nations have an adequate and reliable supply 

of energy for their needs. I believe, most importantly, 

that nuclear supplier nations have a special obligation 

to assure that customer nations have an adequate supply 

of fuel for their nuclear power plants, if those customer 

nations forego the acquisition of reprocessing and 

uranium enrichment capabilities and accept effective 

proliferation controls. 

Fourth, I have concluded that the u.s. must maintain 

its role as a major and reliable world supplier of 

nuclear reactors and fuel for peaceful purposes. 

our strong position as a competitive supplier has 

provided the principal basis for our influence 

and leadership in worldwide non-proliferation efforts. 



A strong position will be 

equally important in the future. While reaffirming 

this nation's intent to be a re11·able supplier, the 

U.S. seeks no competitive advantage by virtue of 

the worldwide system f ff, · o e ect1ve non-proliferation 

controls that I am calling for today. 

Fifth, I have concluded that new efforts must be made 

to urge all nations to join in a full-scale inter-

national cooperative effort which I shall outline 

in detail -- to develop a system of effective 

controls to prevent proliferation. 

sixth, I have concluded that the U.S. will take new 

steps with respect to its own exports to control 

pr~liferation 4 while seekina to impr.n'\r~ m•)lt,..i.J.;:)f:p,-:;:t! 

guidelines. 

Seventh, I have concluded that the u.s. should continue 

to increase its use of nuclear energy in the years 

ahead. Even with strong efforts to conserve, we 

will have increasing demands for energy for a growing 

economy. To satisfy these needs, we must rely on 

increased use of both nuclear energy and coal until 

more acceptable alternatives are developed. We will 

push ahead with work on all promising alternatives 

technologies but it is clear that we cannot expect a 

major contribution to our energy supply from any of 

these alternatives until late in this century . 

Eighth, I i1avc 1 r..c L.eL~ !.:hu.-t the u.s. will sponsor 

a program to evaluate reprocessing in support of 

the international policies I have adopted. 
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Finally, I have concluded that new steps are needed 

to assure that we have in place when needed, both 

in the U.S. and around the world, the facilities for 

the long-term storage or disposal of nuclear wastes. 

ACTIONS TO IMPLEMENT OUR NUCLEAR POLICIES 

In order to implement the nuclear policies that I have 

outlined, a major effort will be required within the United 

States and by the many nations around the world with an interest 

in nuclear energy. To move forward with that effort I am today 

announcing a number of actions that I am taking and a number of 

proposals that I am making to other nations. 

I. Change in u.s. Policy on Nuclear Fuel Reprocessing 

First, with respect to nuclear fuel reprocessing, I am 

directing agencies of the Executive Branch to implement my decision 

to delay commercial-scale reprocessing activities in the u.s. 

until significant economic uncertainties are resolved: 

Specifically: 

I am directing the Administrator of the Energy 

Research and Development Administration (ERDA) to: 

0 change his agency's policies and programs which, 

heretofore have been based on the assumption that 

reprocessing would proceed 
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0 encourage industry to proceed immediately with 

the expansion of spent fuel storage facilities, 

thus assuring utilities that they need not be 

concerned about shut down of nuclear reactors 

because of delays. 

0 identify the research and development efforts 

needed to investigate alternatives to reprocessing 

to include means of recovering the energy value 

from used nuclear fuel without separating out 

plutonium. 

II. RESTRAINT IN THE TRANSFER OF SENSITIVE NUCLEAR TECHNOLOGY 
A~!D FACILITIES 

Despite the gains that have been made, the dangers posed by 

reprocessing and the prospect of uncontrolled plutonium demand 

further, decisive international action. There is, in addition, 

the parallel risk of spreading uranium enrichment technology 

which must continue to be effectively controlled, and is included 

in the concepts proposed throughout this statement. 

To meet these dangers I propose the following comprehensive 

international program which flows directly from the fundamental 

policy decisions I have announded today: 

I call upon all nations to join with us in exercising 

maximum restraint in the transfer of reprocessing and enrich-

ment technology and facilities by avoiding or deferring such 

sensitive exports for a period of at least three years. 
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This will allow suppliers and consumers to work together 

to establish reliable means for meeting nuclear needs with 

minimum risk, as we assess carefully the wisdom of plutonium 

use. As we proceed in these efforts, we must not be influenced 

by pressures to approve the export of these sensitive facilities. 

III. ASSURING AN ADEQUATE ENERGY SUPPLY FOR CUSTOMER NATIONS 

I urge nuclear suppliers to pr~vide nuclear consumers 

with nuclear fuel services, in place of sensitive nuclear 

technology. 

Nations accepting effective nonproliferation restraints 

have a right to expect reliable and economic supply of nuclear 

reactors and associated, nonsensitive fuel. 

All such nations would share in the benefits of an assured 

supply of nuclear fuel, even though:±he number and location of 

sensitive facilities to generate this fuel is limited to meet 

nonproliferation goals. The availability of diverse fuel cycle 

services is several different nations can provide ample assurance 

to consumers of a continuing and stable source of supply. 

It is also desirable to continue studying the idea of a few 

suitably-sited multinational fuel cycle centers to serve 

regional needs, when effectively safeguarded and economically 

warranted. Through these and related means, we can minimize 

incentives for the spread of dangerous fuel cycle capabilities. 
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The United States stands ready to take action, in 

cooperation with other concerned nations, to assure 

reliable supplies of nuclear fuel at equitable prices 

to any country accepting responsible restraints on its 

nuclear power program with regard to reprocessing, 

plutonium disposition, and enrichment technology. 

At my direction, the Secretary of State will initiate consul

tations to explore arrangements for coordinating fuel service 

supply resources and for developing other means of ensuring 

that suppliers will be able to offer, and consumers will be 

able to receive, an uninterrupted and economical supply of low

enriched uranium fuel and fuel services. These discussions will 

address ways to ensure against economic disadvantage to 

cooperating nations and to remove any sources of competition 

which could undermine our common nonproliferation efforts. 

To contribute to this initiative, with regard to current 

u.s. recipients, and in new agreements for cooperation, the 

U.S. will offer binding letters of intent for the supply of 

nuclear fuel to countries willing to accept such respomible 

restraints. 

In addition, the United States is prepared to enter 

into negotiations or arrangements for mutual agreement 

on disposition of spent fuel with consumer nations 

that adopt responsible restraints. 
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Where appropriate and where it can demonstrably foster 

our common and cooperative nonproliferation objectives, in 

return for mutually agreed on disposition of spent fuel,- the 

United States will provide consumer nations with either fresh, 

low-enriched uranium fuel of equivalent energy value or reim

bursement. The United States seeks no commercial advantage 

in pursuing options for fuel disposition and assured fuel 

supplies. 

Finally, the u.s. will continue to expand cooperative 

efforts with other countries in developing their 

indigenous energy resources. 

The U.S., in its world leadership role, has proposed the 

establishment of an International Energy Institute, specifically 

designed to help developing countries match the most economic 

and readily available sources of energy to their power needs. 

In many cases, this source will be nonnuclear. Through this 

Institute and other appropriate means, we will offer technological 

assistance in the development of indigenous energy resources. 

IV Strengthening the U.S. Role as a Reliable Supplier. 

If the u. s. is to continue its leadership role in world

wide non-proliferation efforts, it must be a reliable and 

competitive supplier of nuclear reactors and fuel for peaceful 

purposes. There are two principal actions we can take to 

contribute to this objective: 
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I will submit to the new Congress, proposed 

legislation that will permit the expansion of 

capacity in the United States to produce enriched 

uranium, including th~ authority needed for ex

pansion of the Government-owned plant at Portsmouth, 

Ohio and authority to enter into cooperate agree

ments with private firms that are prepared to 

finance, build, own and operate enrichment plants. 

u.s. capacity has been fully committed since mid-1974 

with the result that no new orders could be signed. The Congress 

did not act on my full proposal and provided only limited and 

temporary authority for proceeding with the Portsmouth plant. 

We must have additional authority to proceed with the expansion 

of capacity without further delay. 

I will work closely with the Congress to assure that 

the legislation referred to above for improving our 

export controls results in a system that provides 

maximum assurance that the u.s. will be a reliable 

supplier to other nations for the full period of 

agreements. 

One of the principal concerns of opponents of export 

legislation was the fear that foreign customers could be 

subjected to arbitrary new controls imposed well after a 

long-term agreement for nuclear power plants and fuel had 

been signed. In the case of nuclear plants and fuel, reliable 

long-term agreements are essential and we must adopt export 
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controls that provide realiability while meeting non-proliferation 

objectives. 

V. International Controls Against Proliferation 

To reinforce the foregoing policies, we must develop means 

to establish international restraints over the accumulation of 

plutonium itself, whether in separated form or in unprocessed 

spent fuel. The accumulation of plutonium under national 

control is a major destabilizing influence and, as such, a 

primary proliferation risk. 

The United States will, in the immediate future, 

pursue discussions aimed at the establishment of 

a new international regime to provide for storage 

of excess civil plutonium and spent reactor fuel. 

I am directing that we vigorously pursue this proposal 

which we made to the International Atomic Energy Agency and 

other interested nations last spring. 

Creation of such a regime will greatly strengthen world 

confidence that the growing accumulation of excess plutonium 

and spent fuel can be stored safely, pending reentry into the 

nuclear fuel cycle or other safe disposition. I urge the IAEA, 

which is empowered to establish such a depository, to give 

prompt implementation to this concept. 
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Once a broadly representative IAEA storage regime is in 

operation, we are prepared to place our own excess civil plu

tonium and spent fuel under its control. Moreover, we are 

prepared to consider providing a site for international storage 

under IAEA auspices. 

The inspection system of the IAEA remains a key element 

in our entire nonproliferation strategy. The world community 

must make sure that the Agency has the technical and human 

resources needed to keep pace with its expanding responsibili

ties. At my direction, we have recently committed substantial 

additional resources to help upgrade the IAEA's technical 

safeguards capabilities, and I believe we must strengthen 

further the safeguards functions of the IAEA. 

I am directing that a major international effort 

be undertaken to ensure that adequate resources for 

this purpose are made available, and that we mobilize 

our best scientific talent to support that Agency. 

Two of our principal national laboratories have been 

directed to provide assistance, on a continuing basis, 

to the IAEA Secretariat. 

The terrible increase in violence and terrorism throughout 

the world has sharpened our awareness of the need to assure 

rigorous protection for sensitive nuclear materials and equip

ment. Fortunately, the need to cope with this problem is now 

broadly recognized. Many nations have responded to the initiatives 
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which I have taken in this area by materially strengthening 

their physical security and by cooperating in the development 

of international guidelines by the IAEA. As a result of con-

sultations among the major suppliers, provision for adequate 

physical security is becoming a normal condition of supply. 

Steps are still urge~y needed, ho~grade ~ 
physical securit); systems t~t Yr1t:i:natieBal uor:ml, and to 

assure timely international collaboration in the recovery of 

lost or stolen materials. 

I have directed that the United States vigorously 

address the problem of physical security at both 

bilateral and multilateral levels, including explora-

tion of a possible international convention. 

The United States is prepared to embark with all its 

resources on development of the system of international controls 

that I have here outlined. Even when complete, however, no 

system of controls is likely to be effective, if a potential 

violator judges that his acquisition of a nuclear explosive 

will be received with indifference by the international 

community. 
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Any material violation of a nuclear safeguards agreement 

especially the diversion of nuclear material for use in 

making explosives -- must be universally judged to be an 

extremely serious affront to the world community, calling 

for the immediate imposition of drastic sanctions. 

I serve notice today that the United States 

will respond to violation by any nation of any safe

guards agreement to which we are a party with, at a 

minimum, immediate cut off of our supply of nuclear 

fuel and cooperation to that nation. 

We would consider further steps, not necessarily confined 

to the area of nuclear cooperation, against the violator 

nation. Nor will our actions be limited to violations of 

agreements in which we are directly involved. In the event 

of material violation of any safeguards agreement, particularly 

agreements with the IAEA, we will initiate immediate consulta

tions with all interested nations. 

Universal recognition of the total unacceptability of 

the abrogation or violation of any nonproliferation agreements 

is one of the most important steps which can be taken to pre

vent further proliferation. We invite all concerned govern

ments to affirm publicly that they will regard nuclear wrong

doing as an intolerable violation of acceptable norms of in

ternational behavior, which would set in motion strong and 

immediate countermeasures. 
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VI CHANGES IN U.S. NUCLEAR EXPORT POLICIES 

During the past two years, the United States has 

strengthened its own national nuclear export policies. Our 

interests, however~ are not limited to controls alone. The 

United States has a special responsibility to share the 

benefits of peaceful nuclear energy with other countries. 

We have sought to serve other nations as a reliable Supplier 

of nuclear fuel and equipment. Given the choice between 

economic benefits and progress toward our nonproliferation 

goals, we have given, and will continue to give, priority to 

nonproliferation. But there should be no incompatibility 

between nonproliferation and assistign other nations in en-

joying the benefits of peaceful nuclear power, if all supplier 

countries pursue common nuclear export policies. There is 

need, however, for even more rigorous controls than those 

now commonly accepted, and for policies that favor nations 

accepting responsible nonproliferation limitations. 

I have decided that we will henceforth 

apply new criteria in judging whether to 

enter into new or expanded nuclear coopera-

tion with a nonnuclear weapon state: 

Adherence to the Non-Proliferation Treaty 

will be a strong positive factor favoring 

cooperation. 

Nations that have not yet adhered to the 

Non-proliferation Treaty will receive posi-

tive recognition if they are prepared to 
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submit to full fuel cycle safeguard, pending 

adherence. 

Recipient nations prepared to forego, or 

postpone for a substantial period, the 

establishment of national reprocessing or 

enrichment activities or, in certain cases, 

prepared to shape and schedule their re

processing and enriching facilities to foster 

nonproliferation needs, will be favored. 

Positive recognition will also be given to 

nations prepared to participate in an inter

national storage regime, under which excess 

fuel and any separated plutonium would be 

placed pending use. 

Exceptional cases may occur in which nonproliferation 

will best be served by cooperating with states not yet meeting 

these tests. However, new agreements which are exceptions to 

these criteria will require my personal approval prior to 

their submission to the Congress . 

With respect to countries that are current recipients of 

US Nuclear supply, I am directing the-Secretary &)f stat2 to 

2nter into negotiati:-ms vTi th the objective of conforming these 

agreements to established international guidelines, and to 

seek through diplomatic initiatives to obtain their acceptance 

of our new criteria. 
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We must recognize the need for effective multilateral 

approaches to nonproliferation and prevent nuclear export 

controls from becoming an element of commercial competition. 

I am directing the Secretary of State to 

intensify discussions with other nuclear 

suppliers aimed at expanding common guide

lines for peaceful cooperative agreements 

so that they conform with these criteria. 

In this regard, the United States would discuss ways of 

developing incentives that can lead to acceptance of these 

criteria, such as assuring reliable fuel supplies for nations 

accepting new restraints. 

.... 
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The reliability of American assurances to other nations 

is an asset that few, if any, nations of the world can match. 

It must not be eroded in the nuclear, or any other, area. 

Indeed, nothing could more prejudice our efforts to strengthen 

our existing nonproliferation understandings that arbitrary 

suspension or unwarranted delays in meeting supply commitments 

to countries which are dealing with us in good faith regarding 

effective safeguards and restraints. 

Despite intensive personal efforts on my part, the 94th 

Congress adjourned without passing nuclear export legislation 

which would have strengthened our effectiveness in dealing 

with other nations on nuclear matters. In the absence of 

such legislation, I am directing the Secretary of State to 

work closely with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to ensure 

proper emphasis on nonproliferation concerns in the nuclear 

export licensing process. 

I will continue to work with Congress to achieve improve

ments in our nuclear export laws, with due account for the 

need for broad-based nultilateral support. I will work to 

develop bipartisan support for new legislation in their field 

during the next session of Congress. 
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VII. INCREASED USE OF NUCLEAR ENERGY IN THE UNITED STATES 

I believe that we must increase the use of nuclear energy 

in the United States in the years ahead. Even with strong 

efforts to conserve, energy demands will increase in response 

to the needs of a growing economy. The only alternative over 

the next 15 to 20 years to increased use of both nuclear 

energy and coal is greater reliance on imported oil which 

will jeopardize our nation's strength and welfare. 

We now have 62 nuclear plants licensed to operate in the 

United States providing about 9 percent of our electrical 

energy. By 1985, we will have about 150 plants, supplying 

about 20 percent of the Nation's electricity. 

In most cases, electricity from nuclear plants is cheaper 

than that produced from either oil or coal-fired plants. ~y 

environmental advisers believe that nuclear energy is pre-

ferable from an environmental point-of-view to other 

principal ways of generating electricity. 

Commercial nuclear power has an excellent safety record, 

with nearly 200 plant years of experience (over 18 years) 

without a single death from a nuclear accident. I have acted 

to assure that the record continues in the years ahead. I 

increased funds for the independent Nuclear Regulatory Commis-

sion and for the Energy Research and Development Administration 

for reactor safety R&D. 

The decisions I have announced today to do not effect 

the u.s. program of research and development on the breeder 

reactor. That program assumes that no decision on the 
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commercial operations of breeder reactors, which require 

plutonium fuel, will be made before 1986. Nor will my 

decision on reprocessing affect our ability to use nuclear 

power in the U.S. 

I believe that, with the changes I am announcing today, 

we are on the right track with our nuclear power program in 

America. 

VIII. Reprocessing_~valuation Program 

The world community requires an aggressive program 

to build the international controls and cooperative regimes 

I have just outlined. I am ryrepared to mount such a program 

in.the United States. 

I am directing the Administrator of 

ERDA to: 

Begin immediately to define a repro

cessing and recycle program aimed at 

meeting our international objectives. 

This program should complement the 

Nuclear Regulatory Commission's {NRC) 

ongoing considerations of safety safe

guards and environmental requirements 

for reprecessing and recycling activities, 

particularly its Generic Environmental 

Statement on Mixed Oxide Fuels. 
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Investigate the feasibility of re

covering the energy value from used 

nuclear fuel without separating out 

plutonium. 

I am directing the Secretary of State 

to invite other nations and the Inter

national Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) 

to participate in designing and carrying 

out ERDA's reprocessing and recycle 

program, in order to ensure that inter

national energy cooperation and non

proliferation objectives are met. 

I will direct that activities carried out 

in the U.S. in connection with this program 

are subject to full IAEA safeguards and 

inspections. 
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IX. Nuclear Waste Management 

There is one area of our domestic nuclear program that, 

in the past, did not receive the attention it warranted. That 

is the area of long-term management of nuclear wastes from 

our commercial nuclear power plants. This is an area that has 

concerned me as it has others. In my 1977 Budget, I proposed 

a four-fold increase in funding for this program, which involves 

the activities of several Federal agencies, to see what addi

tional actions might be needed to assure that a Federally-owned 

and managed repository for long-term nuclear wastes would be 

available in the mid-1980's, well before significant wastes 

begin to accumulate. 

I have now been assured that the technology for long-term 

management or disposal of nuclear wastes is available but 

demonstrations are needed. 

I have directed the Administrator of ERDA to take 

the necessary action to speed up this program so as 

to demonstrate all components of waste management 

technology by 1978 and to demonstrate a complete 

repository for such wastes by 1985. 

I have further directed that the first demonstration 

depository which will be owned by the Government be 

submitted for licensing by the independent NRC to 

assure its safety and acceptability to the public. 
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In view of the decisions announced today, I have also 

directed the Administrator of ERDA to assure that the waste 

repository will be able to handle spent fuel elements 

as well as the separated and solidified waste that would 

result if we proceed with nuclear fuel reprocessing. 
... + ;t! ~ 

The United States continues to provide world leadership 

in nuclear waste management. I am inviting other nations to 

participate in and learn from our programs. I am also 

directing the Secretary of State to discuss with other 

nations and the IAEA the possibility of centrally located 

multinationally controlled nuclear waste repositories so 

that the number of sites that are needed can be limited. · 

I do not underestimate the challenge represented in the 

creation of a world-wide program that will permit capturing 

the benefits of nuclear energy while protecting against nuclear 

proliferation. The challenge is one that can be managed 

only partially and temporarily by technical measures. 

It can be managed fully if the task is faced realistically 

with determination and foresight of leaders who will resist 

perceived short-term advantages in favor of fundamental long-

term gains. We call upon all leaders to recognize that their 

individual and collective interests are best served by inter-

nationally assured and safeguarded nuclear fuel supply, services 

and storage. We ask them to turn aside from pursuing nuclear 

capabilities which are of doubtful economic value and have 

ominous implications for nuclear proliferation and instability 

in the world. 
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The record to date is not perfect. The broad consensus 

against the acquisition of nuclear weapons is a source of 

encouragement, but it is certainly not a basis for complacency. 

I do not underestimate the scope and complexity of the 

challenge and the program I have just put forward to meet it. 

Success depends on an extraordinary coordination of the 

policies of all nations toward the common good. The u.s. is 

prepared to lead, but we cannot succeed alone. If nations can 

work together constructively and cooperatively to manage our 

common nuclear problems we will enhance our collective security. 

And we will be better able to concentrate our energies and our 

resources on the great tasks of construction rather than 

consume them in increasingly dangerous rivalry. 
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Attached at TAB A is a copy of the State-Fri draft marked 
up to include OMB comments and those that I considered 
most critical in order to limit damage. You should be 
aware, however, that this marked up draft does not: 

Reflect changes to the extremely negative tone at 
the beginnong of the statement. 

Balance the treatment of international and domestic 
matters (because that requires major structural changes). 

Include a desirable description of domestic actions (we 
sought only to remove inaccuracies). 

Attached at TAB B is the version that I understand Dave 
Elliott sent to Brent Scowcroft. I have not had time to 
compare the two to see how many changes it includes. I 
understand from OMB that it does not deal with some of 
the problems that Jim Mitchell feels are important but 
which Dave Elliott told him he would have to take up with 
the State Department (those discussions are unknown). 

In case it has been lost in confusion over the last two 
days, I would like to take this opportunity to summarize 
~~ principal concerns about the State-Fri draft: 

It is unnecessarily negative in tone. I believe an 
effective system of proliferation controls can exist 
along side a program of expanded domestic use of 
nuclear energy. 

I believe it is unbalanced in its treatment of inter
national concerns compared to domestic policies, programs 
and actions. 
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I believe its tone will lend support to passage of 
the 6-7 nuclear initiatives that are on the State 
ballots for November 2. 

I believe the negative tone -- particularly when 
contrasted to past Presidential statements about 
nuclear energy -- will now make it impossible for 
all but the most sophisticated to distinguish between 
the positions of the two candidates. 

There are statements in the unchanged State-Fri draft 
that would make it difficult for any nuclear power 
plants to be built in the State of California, given 
laws recently passed in that State. 

The process used in developing the statement has 
precluded the normal consultation with heads of 
domestic agencies concerned or their designated 
representatives. Only Bob Fri and perhaps one NRC 
staffer has seen or participated in developing the 
State-Fri draft. 

Attachments. 
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A STATEHENT BY p t.· -:-· -. -,.· ·~ . ... ........ . \ ... 

Today the pe9ples of '1.-he wo:::~ f c!ce a threat unlike 

any in history. 

proliferation, the 
~ 

spread -- to laxge 

It is the threat of nuclear weapons 

threat that nuclear explosives w~ll 
0 ~ ~~ 1: /4 ~'\.Ld :> 

nat1ons, to &mall ~=t~~~Aand even 

to terrorists.,\rho :R&nre no nati or a.t all- It is a threat 

that is the more formidable because it arises from the 

promise of nuclear power as a realistic alternative to 

continuing dependence on diminishing and uncertain 

supplies of imported oil. 

If we fail to comprehend and contain this.threat, 

the result, inevitably, will be tragedy. But we can 

and we will -- end this danger by understanding it 

clearly and acting wisely in concert with other respons~ble 

hations.~For a world in which the possession of nuclear 

arms becomes increasingly widespread would be a world 

in which the security of all is imperiled. Maintaining 

international stability in such an environment would be 

/ incalculably difficult ·and dangerous. In times of 
. 

regional or global crisis, risks of nuclear devastation 

would be immeasurably increased -- if not through direct 

attac1~, then through a process of ever expandi~g escalation. 

Nor can we ignore the perils of theft or seizure which 

\ 
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increased availability of nuclear weapons must entail. 

The problem of nuclear proliferation has been a 

major concern of my Administration since I first took 

office. Last summer I directed that our efforts be -

brought to their culmination by a complete review of 

our nuclear policies. I received the results of this 

review before Labor Day, and have since deliberated 

with great care on its recommendations. 

Today, I am announcing ali :i~srtaRt:- new American 10J,;, A .. 

_..,... - ~ 
~cy based on those recolth"llendations. We have 

approached the major suppl'ier countries to begin 

discussion of these policies, and I am convinced that 

our ne\11 policy will benefit not only the national 

interest of the United States, but also the welfare 

_i>_! ~~!__nation_s fo-;-~~g~net_ations to come. 

My policy deals with the world as it is, not as 

we might wish it:: ~J.~--~s_~-;J?·ciii~Y-~~h~t .. ;;con"cil~; __ le~ltimate 

national interests in nuclear power with non-

proliferation imperatives. Indeed, developing the 

poli cies and the programs to prevent proliferation 

without elimina t ing the enormous benefi t of nuclear 
. 

energy is one of the major challenges facing all the 

nations of the world today. 
- ----- --- .- - - ---·-- ----- ... -- ----·---- . - --- - --- -
·-- ·--·--·- ···-- ·-- ~ ---··· - - - --·- -- - -- --- ·------·--·-- - · ____ ___ · - - . -j 
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There are legitimate interests in nuclear 

power. The 1973 energy crisis dramatically demon

strated to all nations not only the da~gers of 

excessive reliance on oil imports, but also the 

reality that~~eir and] the world's supply of fossil 

fuels inevitably is dwindling. As a result, nuclear 

·. 

energy is now seen by ~nations as an indispensable 

way to satisfy rising energy demands without prematurely. 

depleting finite fossil fuel resources. Nuclear energy 

v-

can lessen their deepening dependence on foreign energy ~ 4 
SOUrCeS 1 and diminish '!:~-e- · w~!.x~~CQri~mJ: ~ S V~-~~~r-aJ?J:~l~~y-~~:~~

tO fluctuations in the supply of oil. And for nations 

with no fossil fuel reserves of their own, nuclear 

po\-1er can be central to their economic well being • 

l~e must understand the motives which are leading these 

~ 
states to placeAgreater emphasis ~~an we do on nuclear 

power development. For unless we comprehend their real 

needs we cannot expect to find ways of working with 

them to ensure that their legitLuate concerns and ours 

'are _Eotli __ m~t~~~ 

· -- Yet the peaceful application of nuclear energy 

confronts us with a dilemma. Nuclear fuel, once it has 

been burned to produce power, co~tains plutonium, which 

can be chemically separated from the spent fuel. That 
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plutonium can then be used to help generate additional 
.. 

pow~r. Unfortunately -- and this is the root of the 
. 

problem -- plutonium is a key ingredient of nuclear 

-- -
explosives. The world community si~rly cannot,a~~ ·~ 

oA3t~~ . 1:D to let this dangerous material~ . ' e" . .. ··,~ 
-~ . 

technol~ sp~ead uncontrolled over the globe. We IJ, , . . ~ 

should not permit it to be produced and utilized unless 

and until the most stringent conditions 0:~_ ~f~?:~. 

for avoiding proliferation are developed.a~~ 
-- But no single nation, not even the United States, 

cu4ilt2~~ . r . -~A 
can hope by itself to coqtrol ef~~iy::_~~--~l->_~1~- ead of 1 __ .... 

plutonium anj?reprocessing tech~ology. The Unit 'sates 

· ~ ' once !'as th~ predomipant ''fl¥!!aer of. worldwide nuclear 
G~\~\k ~~~,~~ . 

1~ ~~·~~Whil~ We remain1; lea er ~n th1s fleld, today 

· other suppliers have come to share the international .. ··· 

market -- \•li th the US now supplying about (!lai] of 

the international market. We cannot impose our preferences. 

Therefore it is essential that we exercise our leadership 
. -\ . 

through catalyz~ng _cooperat~ve international action, · 

not through futile attempts to impose our preferences 

on suppliers and consumers. We must avoid the temptation 

for rhetorical gestures, empty threats or righteous 

posturing. 

From the outset ·of the nuclear age, the United 

States has ~ecognized the dangers of proliferation. And 
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~e have been a leader in efforts to bring them under 
. 

control. We took steps to share the benefits of the 

peaceful atom, whil~ acting to control its spread for 

military purposes ~hen President Eisenhower proposed 

establishment of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency. We took the leading role in negotiating the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
~;~~-C·~ f.f. _ _,.~ ic 1u~--~~.J .. .l:t:;;~;;-~ 
~~ proliferat~a has been a t~n ~fie; ~1cern 

• L 

C~~c.;:1~tra.tisfl: sin.ee I took office in 1974 > ·Since 

t:fterr we have de considerable progress in reducing the 

all mankind fears. 

But the urgency of our task has become even more 

pressing. We and other nations now face critical 

nuclear policy decisions. 

In forging my new nuclear policy initiatives, I 

have proceeded in the conviction that~i, • •ameRiiar .. 

~as~t-y a11Jo..avoidance of proliferation must take precedence 
~ 

over economic and commercial interes~s. Great tho~gh It 
..... JLI::V ~ It ~ 

the economic benefits of n ~ _ ener~ · ~, they ;?/ ~ 
cannot justify the dangers ~hat~hreaten a world __ L(} ____ _. 

faced with the uncontrolled availability of plu~onium 

and other nuclear explosive capabilities. 



..-tr#' 6- . ""'·: _ ~ fiJ:/ As a result of my nuclear policy review, I -flave-
\l,L\y' w ~ .rf ~-.y!.<-, 

//!\fry/~ therefore -co,...cl"decLthat the reprocessing and recycling 

'f"" ot' plutonium ~j:!] not proceed until~--f{>~ 
th.at the world community can effectively ov come the 

.... ~~....,\ .,,.z.,:.. 

Indeed , peaceful 

within a credible internationa1 

risks for all nations and 

This e ffort 

·}l~quires.- the· .. cooper~~~~$nd' ~upport o£ suppl~ers a nd 

consumers a!~Re.~<eet1ng Lh~Sectetary or-st~~ 
~)::~~- t~:· ~~Ffe*! ~ o;=e=:na~ioB: £or strengthenea 

~:-Pr:ct:C~.fera-:ti:on. C.P?L oacfies and for preverrl:i:-rtg cont:ro-:rs--

f:qQJtt h~.eeJAiJ:uj· elefl\sfl:t& sf eel'ft!'ftezcial COJrtpelitie~ In 

pl.lr~uing _ global. approaches to non-proliferation , the 

Uni.ted States r.ecognizes the responsibiiity to cooperate 

wi.:tJl: other states in realizing the peaceful benefits 

~ nu~:t-·ear ene:x:.g_y:.. And we will do so with eH n ations 
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The review also confirmed the major role that nuclear · 

1 · ee · b · h d · d f · power must p ay 1n ~1ng ot omest1c an ore1gn energy 

needs regardless of whether plutonium is to be separated 

and used as more fuel. 

Internationally, I have decided that the United States 

. d k . ~. f w1ll un erta e a·ma)or~celeFat•gs o our efforts to 

control the spread of plutonium and technologies for 

separating plutonium with a view toward reducing 

commercial competition which can undermine our non-

proliferation goals. 

, . 



Page 6: Third sentence after the underlined portion change to read 

as follows: 

11 1 am directing the Secretary of State to seek the supp014 t of other 

nations for strengthened nonproliferation [approaches] actions, including 

the coordination of export restraints and assuring reliable fuel supplies 

in Nays which prevent these from becoming elements of commercial competition." 

, __ .. 
.... 
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pr~pared to dedicate t r ·.:--: elves to ~o~-proliferation .. 

Domestically, we 
• ~ . .. • •. ' . .. I 

~nd policies are compatib.le with our international 
. . .. ~ .. . .... - . " - . .. . . 

on repr~cessin~ .. 'I have therefore ·determined 

United States should no longer re~d 
-=-- _:.._ .. -- ~--- --- · --- ---~· ---· .. ···- ··------ -- 'OIF'! - -

qf used nuclear fuel to roduce olutonium as a 
__:._ . ··--- -··- - ~ ~-. ----· -- .... 

t~ef.£~?}~:¥~· ~~~- cg~e.z:~~-~~; ~~~~~s"'ep._,, ~~., ~1:1.~~.: ~~"" C9~YJnp_~d 

t)l
1
?J..t:. o,~r- cp.~:r:s~ .. ~&1t. D_!llY..· ~y::-;::1 : .!=.~~}:). ~~a1rc:"l .. T~.c .. l!lw.'t.: · ... ,, .,_ ·-- ~-·"· - -- _, . .... - ··-.. . 

~ s~u.~P;o~~:t:.:>~ q';l,X:-· v.~~.¥::. ~~m~~:r;-p_l!:.f~!-.0.~!9? .. opj~_c;.t~y;J 
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~er-suade ot}:l~r- supplier nations to join us in 

the transfer of 

---=· cg:!~~e J;~s~o~~·bil_i::t~ ~o~ accepting the spent 

Q~ C:Pfl.p_Uffii.I}g t}~~t),;:QI)~ .. r 1 cp:~ cwpropriate 1 in return 
.. , ..... ,;:·-.. "'- ... , .. . -.. .... 

f:Q~· ~I)~rt~-.i,:.~l;. ~~il!lQ}l_:r!;etrt~ll~- O.:x:· ~l.:esh. reactor fuel of 

scientific 

capabilities of 

t.h~. I:nt..e_rjlft.t:i.PJ1~_1J. ~tp_rn.i~e:- ~n~r_g~· A'g~ency and to vigorousl:r 

pur~u~.:. cp_p~e.,ra,t.i:v~. i:nt.~rJH~: .. t.i:P_nql::. e.~fo.rts to upgr_ade 

~tn:~i_qal::_ s_e_c_u.ri::tl~: s_ta;p¢l_qrd S.J; a.nd.:. 

-~- S:ce.P.: a; fJ::t::m·:: P;P:li.·c~ - of:: i:nt.-~~na.tional penal ties -~ 

£:qr:· ~afe_g_ua.r-d~ v _i_o_l :a tft.ons .• . 

$ec:<:nd·, , i.t1 · r:ecpgni:t.iP.~·. of.: the continuing need to 

~~~.r:e.i.~e:, le.ad_ers.hi~: i:~·: ou.r :: OY-l.n.·. na.t ·;ional export policies, 

..• - ·--:-~ ~-~ .. ~-~..._..._ ... _. ___ _ 
--···-·------ f 
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-- Explore arrangements fot .. coordinating the resources of suppliers 

so that they can offer to countries accepting responsible restraints 

assured nuclear fuel services, instead of sensitive technology, at 

equitable prices \"ithout commercial advantage or disadvantage. 

I • 



in an international spent fuel and plutonium storage 

regime. 

ee!Mii_Lcia! l!efJF8888Bi'ng ahd waste di:spssal, 

-- -~ develop and test new safeguards approaches; 
c 

--
These are the foundations of our ne\>7 approach~ and 

·/ 

I 
the three areas which our ~olicy will address. Let me 

now turn in more detail to these three central areas of i 
~ 

I 
I 

I 
! 
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1 Pa§~ ~ - Reittite the i iTS'Fffirfi- or u ~ c r-ag;,, ~ fol lm·is-: 

c.ffiv 2: Reret to spQ,ifh: criteria] 

I ~m directing that the Secretary of State urqently pursue negotiations "

\'lith other supplier nations to expand the coii:!!on nonproliferation ct·iteria 

to be applied to agreements for peaceful nuclear coooeration with non-
~ ~p~dc d JI<_.J;...tl · 

nuclear \'Jeapon states. These~criteriaAtnclude the following: 

- - Hhether recipients are parties to th: rlonproliferation Treaty 

or are prepared to accept IAEA safeguards en all nuclear facilities; , . , ... , 
-- Hhether they are prepared to forego or postponE!· national reprocessing 

and sensitive enrichment a~tivities; and 

-- Whether recipients are willing to participate in an intern~tional 
< ' I • ( 

spent fuel and plutonium storage l~egi!'ile. 

These criteria [ \·then agreed upon for addition to the com.110:1 supplier OfJT;o~ 

guide 1 i nesJ \·Ji 11 be app 1 i ed by th~ United States to a 11 agreements to 

export peaceful nuclear materials, and I will submit to the Congress . 

legislation to give these criteria the force of law. 



:International Ini tiativ, .. · 

A successful policy o:f reducing the worldwide 
.. 

risks associated with plutonium will require the 

· support and cooperation of both supplier and consumer 

countries. To secure such support and cooperation, 

we must demonstrate to other nations that 

with the initiatives :I am launching today will not 

harm their legitimate economic interests, while 

enhancing the future safety of all nations and all 

peoples. l\Te \-Jill work at solving economic problems 

with all nations that join us in giving precedence 

to non-proliferation ~~=~a eRviroum:;nfal_ goals. 

~~nilateral decision by the United States to 

defur-co~j tr.Jent to reprocessing would serve no . 

u~·eful ;f other nuclear ·supplier nations 

he export of reprocessing technology. 

My second major decision +oday -- to undertake a major 

diplomatic effort to reduce t 

,-----access to plutonium 
·-------' 

worldwide risks · of 

technology 

therefore flows directly from the f~ 
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-- ·- -·- --· ·- --- ..... ··- ---· - -- - ···- - ·· - ·-· ·--- -------·-
During the past two years, I have vigorously 

pursuednon-proliferation through multilateral cooperation 
I 

\\"ith other nations. Because of the growth of nuclear 

capabilities among several potential supplier nations, 

I have rejected highly publicized or unilateral 

approaches, which not only would be futile, but also 

could easily alienate both supplier and consumer nations 

whose cooperation is essential to the success .of our 

non-proliferation efforts. 

My most immediate concern has been to improve 

international safeguards and controls. In 1974, soon .. 

after I assumed office, we proposed st~engthening and 
, 
standardizing _non-proliferation measures at the United 

Nations General Assembly. 

In the fall of 1974, I became concerned that some 

nuclear supplier countries appeared to be prepared to 

offer nuclear exports under conditions less rigorous 

than we believed prudent, in order to achieve 

competitiv~ advantage. I co~"unicated these concerns 

directly to my counterparts in }~ey supplier and 

recipient nations. I directed the Secretary of State 

to explore ways of emphasizing multilateral action 

t 
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· to limit this dangerous form of competition. 

At our initiative, the first rneet~ng of major 

nuclear suppliers was convened in London in April, 

1975. Additional meetings and intensive bi~e:~l·~.n /~ 

consultations followed. ~ u-~~if!4~YA 
As a result of these meetings, \ole have de\veloped , lfJ. ..... 

.( ..-:---:1 -..J-.1 ~ ~~ 
~~new guidelines . to govern nuclear exportm--

lt 
involving both improved safeguards and controls to 

prevent diversion, and physical protection against 

theft and sabotage. This achievement has significantly 

raised international norms. The United States has 

adopted these guid~lines as policy for nuclear exports. 

In addition, we have acted to deal with the 

special dangers associated with plutonium. Even prior 

to today's decisions, the United States took the 

follm~ing steps: 
. - . · . .. . . 

-~ We have prohibited export of reprocessing and 

o~her nuclear technologies that could contribute to 

.proliferatio:'l. ·. •.. : .· . 

·-- l\'e have .firmly opposed reprocessing in Korea 

and Taiwan. We welcome their significant decisions 

----... ----... 

.. 
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l-?e have negotiated agree:nc;nts for cooperation 

with Egypt and Israel which contain the strictest 

reprocessing provisions and other nuclear controls 

ever included in the twenty-year history of our 

nuclear cooperation program. 

Other important gains in the effort against 

proliferation have been made during the two years of 

my Administration. Last year, the Federal Republic of 

Germany, Italy, and other European states completed 

ratification of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. ~is 
year, Japan also ratified the Treaty r;e:~~~fiea.W 

9 . 

.s4:ep 31 ter rii&llj---1' eB-!!; -of sei i~HJ!t :!eba~s:J-- _. 
In addition, last month., at my direction, we 

proposed to the International Atom)c Energy Agency 

an· agreement placing us civil nuclear facilities under 

the safeguards of the IAEA, f~~~o~Ing~~x~e~~ye_n~~~tiations. 

fl_Th·i-s-.i~s- - n-;~~b~~-~~approved by that Agency. 

Despite the gains that have been rnade,.the dangers 

posed by reprccess;,n:;ntJ"Jf;~;,tt'J;lXed p 1 utoni urn demand 

further, decisive international action. {;;,e:re ia, ia -
of spraac3i.tg Uldlti-uru=-.. 

~:uich ... e1,L Lecrll'lele~!z' ·.:i'dch J.tcS"t eeZiltl.::nile t~ ba 

effectively eaak¥oll~ ' 

To meet these dangers I propose the following 

cQ 

comprehensive international progra~ which flows directly 

.. - -·· --~------------------------------- -. ........___.... ___ _ 
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from the fundamental policy decisions I have announced 

today: 

I call upon alY nations to join with us in 

exercising maximum restraint in the transfer of 

reprocessing and enrichment technology and facilities. 

by avoiding or deferring such sensitive exports for a 

period of at least three yeL This >1ill allow 

suppliers and conslli~ers to~-·- reliable ways of 

meeting nuclear needs with minimum risk, as we assess 

carefully the wisdorr. of plutonium use. As we proceed 

in these efforts, we must not be influenced by 

pressures to approve the ~xport of these sensitive 

facilities. 

In addition, I urge nuclear suppliers' to provide 

nuclear consumers with nuclear fuel services in place 

'of sensitive nuclear technology. Nations accepting 

effective non-proliferation ~estraints have a ~ight 

to expect reliable and economic supply of nuclear 

-reactors cmd associated, non-sensitive fuel. . .: 

All such nations should share in the benefits of 

an assured supply of nuclear fuel, even though the 

numbe~ arid location of sensitive facilities to 

generate this fuel is limited to meet non-proliferation 

goals. The availability of diverse fuel cycle services 

fr~~~~~~~ 
·1~4 

. . -· ·----------..__,,..,...._,...._"1""!"' ____ --r-~--.. • ..,. .. -~ .......... _._...,."":o-w_,,""""'!"_,,-... -..,-~r-....... .,~ . .., .. ,..,_••""':':0,.. ... ""'·· ..,._ ..,,....,,.~!!»~•-.... •-·-
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in several different nations can provide ample 

assurance to consumers of a continuing and stable 

source of supply. 

It is also 'desirable·. to continue studying the 

idea of a few suitably-sited mul tination_al fuel cycle 

.• 

centers to serve region~l needs, when ~f~ect~vely 

~ safeguarded and · economically ><arranted. ThroUgh :-

~~ these and related means, we can minimize incentives 

"o/ ~ for the S;Pr_e~~---~f -~~!.lg~r~~~ -~~~1- ~y-~~~- ~ap~!?l:~i t~~-s.-!_.~-- • 

e~ 
--

\ . 

\ 

The United States ,.,ill do its part to ensure 

any country accepting responsible restraints 
. 

on its nuclear pow~r program with regard to enrichment, 

reprocessing and plutonium disposition will have an 

~ured suepjy of nuclear fuel. To this end, I have 

directed the Secretary of State with regard to current 
-. , 

US recipient5, and in ne\-: agreements for cooperation, 

offer binding letters of intent for the supply of 

~uclear fuel to coun!J1es willing to accept such -----responsible r(?''- 'n.ts. These \vould be fulfilled 

e~ther by new government capacity or by private 

f suppliers, et our discretion. 
' 

1 -------------·---·-The- ~ Uni-ted States is nmo~ 

prep~-~dt; -~~-te~--.i-n~~-~~~~ti ati;:1_s_ -o·r- a·r~~~gements \ 
. ·-· --· . . . .. H~.ot:- c;.4.,o(L~r~ ;V.',.('..c-"J~.u.. -· - . --- - .• J 

with consumer nations,_ a&;--ti-:~ restraints under \oo~hich 
c.x t..:1..J...<.l ,~e~ .. ,~ &7....._ • . 
~~.~-aceore~s~~hts ~disposition over ~h~1! . 
spent fuel, where - -appropriaTe- and. ·where- it-can.dcr.ions-tr.ably 

~.. .. - - . - . - - .. 

our non-proliferation objectives. In return, 

f.(QJ)Ji + PJ O:::JIQ 1 P t • \P"Ft ¢ · cp Y¥' · a;aa . p P "9 • • .. t , fto:u 4 
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.. eage 15 and top ef ~16 (through "supply of nonsensitive nuclear 

.. fuel I I 
I II ) : Refocus, starting \ltitlJ fjrsLtm.~e.n.~nce, as --

The United States stands ready to take action~ in cooperation \·tith 

other concerned nations~ to assure reliable supplies of nuclear fuel 

at equitable prices to any country accepting responsible restraints 

on its nuclear pO\':er progl~am. At my direction, the Sec\~etary of State 

Nill initiate consultations to explore art~angements for coordinating 

fuel service supply l~esources and for developing otiler means of ensuring 

that suppliers \'lill be able to offe;~, and consumers will _be· able to 

receive, an uninter·rupted and economical supply of lm·z-enriched uranium 

fuel and fuel services. These discussions \'lill address \'-.rays to remove 

any sources of competition \·thich could undet~mine our common nonproliferation 
I • 

effol"·ts. 

In addition, the United States, in coopel~ation \·lith other supplier 

nations, is prepared to cntei~ into negot·iations or arrar:gements \·lith 

consumer nations that adopt responsible restraints to buy-back spent 

nuclear fuel. Hhet~e appropr-iate and \'lhere it can demonstrably fostet .. 

ou;~ nonprolife;1 ation objectiv~s, in ;~etu~~n for mutually agreed on disposition 

of sp.~nt fuel , the L:nit::d States ··:ill rwo·: i c~ ca~~su.r:i::t· n<:1tbns \·iith either 

fresh, lo't:-enrichcd uranium fuel of equivalent er:ergy vcJ.luc or reimbursement. 

In pul~s.ttin~J a progra!!l of ussur~d fuel supply c:_nd fuf!l exchange, the 

. 
of thcs~ services. The United States se:cks no cmr!i~~rci u 1 i'dvantagc. 
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to 

itself, \-thether in separated form or .in .unproces.sed 
j,.:.;;:.:·;·::~· .. :; ~~~ ~- . :_: ·, ~ - ... -.. . - - .. ---• . 

spent fuel. The accumulation of ,p.l.utonium .under -Aa:.t·i.ona:L ·1. ?i-:-:~ r.cc ·,l~:~· .. l~:-;~ · <.:; J v;;.. ;-..:.....,_..._, ... ~-··· ~- -~· " · · · 

.control ~;: ; :;~j·~.::: ~~~7-J~?ilizi_~-({ ~r:!~:~~?~-7 .~!!'l-t ~s :SUC:h., 

a primary proliferat~on risk. 
. ::- ;: ,, ~. : . ·_: ~ ~:--.:-: !. . . . . 

The United States will, in the irrunediate future, 
i - · ·-- . . 2 .,: ... : ·. ·: .: ·- .. :·.: :..:....:·. :.......:. -· ~- . . -- ---

pursue discussions aimed at the establishment_ of a new 
~:_i.:...:_ __ :._ ._ .. . :: ~- "~:-·.: _: ... ..:..... -~ . -·---- - --·-

international regime to provide for storage of excess 
~=-· .. .:... :_ .... .. ._.: _____ -:_ .: .. · ----·-· -· -. --·- -· -·-

civil plutonium and spent reactor fuel . ~ ~rn ~;~ecting 
. L ~~ =.:..:.:.:~---. ·.: · .. --=.~ ~-=. ·-.. _ - -- . . - - ·- · • 

.... _, _______ _ 

i 
• ! 
: . 
I 
I 
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that we vigorously pursue this proposal which we made 

to the International Atomic Energy Agency and other 
, 

i~terested nations last spring. 

Creation of such a regime will greatly streng~en 

world conf1dence that the growing accumulation of excess 

plutonium and spent fuel can be stored safely, pending 

reentry into the nuclear fuel cycle or other safe dis-

position. I urge the IAEA, \·lhich is empowered to 

establish such a depository, to give prompt implementation 

to this concept. 

Once a broadly representative IAEA storage regime 

is in operation, we are prepared to place our own excess 

civil plutonium ~nd spent fuel under its control. 

•IDrcover, we are prepared to consider providing a site 

• · for international storage under IAEA auspices • 

The inspection system of the IAEA remains a key 

clement in our entire non-proliferation strategy. The 

world conmmni ty must make sure tbat the Agency has the 

-.technical and human resources needed to keep pace \fith 

its expanding respon~ ; · li ties • 
.. " ; ' - · . y 

I therefor:tJy" e dh:eeted-a i.tajeY eeJ:erri=!!JI':O»t .. o:f 

--~-i-o ~ -t-:=jll?~ ti~u~:i}S:ec, ~Ae iAE..-.; -· a~1j e:·i;;;;;f;,~ .~>.<_,\?'cg{J 
~ ~ 

~lization of our best scientific talent to support 

Two of our principal national laboratories 

... ·----·--- ......... --...... ---- ----·-----........... ...,..-- .... .....,._ ........... 
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have been directed to provide assistance, on a continuing • 

basis, to the IAEA Secretariat. 

The terrible increase in violence and terrorism 

throughout the world has sharpened our awareness of.the 

need to assure rigorous protection for sensitive nuclear 

materials and equipment. Fortunately, the need to cope 

with this problem is now broadly recognized. 1-iany 

nations have responded to the initiatives which I have 

taken in this area by materially strengtening their 

physical security and by cooperating in the development 

of international guidelines by the IAEA. As a result 

of consultations among the major suppliers, provision 

for adequate physical security is becoming a normal • 

•condition of supply. 

Steps are still urgently needed, hov1ever, to up

grade physical security systems to meet international 

noni:s, and to assure timely international collaboration 

in the recovery of lost or stolen materials. On the 

basis of my review of nuclear policies, I have directed 

that the United States vigorously address the problem 

of physical s~curity at both bilc:terc:l and multilateral 

levels, including exploration of a possible international 

convention. 
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The United States is prepared to embark with all 

its resources on deve~oprnent of the system of inter

national controls that I have here outlined. Even 

when complete, however, no system of controls is 

likely to be effective, if a potential violator judges 

that his acquisition of a nuclear explosive will be 

re.ceived with indifference by the international 

community. 

Any material violation of a nuclear safeguards 

agreement -- especially the diversion of nuclear ·· 

material for use in making explosives -- ~ust be 

universally judged. to be. an extremely serious affront 

to the \11orld com..TT1Uni ty, calling for the immediate 

imposition of drastic sanctions. I serve' notice 

today that the United States will respond to violation 

by any nation of anv safeguards agreement to whicb·we 

arc c-. part.y with, at a minimum, immediate cut off of 

our supply of nuclear fuel and cooperation · to that 

nation. We would consider further .steps, not necessarily 

confined to the area of nuclear cooperation, against 

the violator nation. Nor \vill our actions be limited 

to violations of agreements in which we are directly 

involved. In the event of material violation of an~ 

safeguards agreement, particularly agreements with the 

......: 

• .. -- _ .... _ __ ....,.._.. •• w t __ ,_.. ___ ~ c:ue .. . ~ . .. o;= ......... ._~----... ~-__,. 
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· IAEA, we will initiate immediate consultations with 

all interested nations. 

Universal recognition of the total unacceptability 

of the abrogation or violation of any non-proliferation 

agreements is one of the most important steps which 

can be taken to prevent further proliferation. We 

invite all concerned governments to affi~'lll publicly .. 
that they will regard nuclear wrongdoi~g as an intoler-

able violation of acceptable norms of international 

behavior, wh· 

an International - --~----------designed to help develop~ 

ing countries match the most economic and readily avail-

able sources of energy to their pov1er needs. In many 

cases, this source will be non-nuclear. Through this 

Institute and other appropriate means , we Hill offer 

technological assistance in the development of 

indigenous energy . resourcesc::;:)t'S"" ::m a1 t~ltJ~ t:i ~-~ 5 ~· . . ~~-
~::. ( ~:,\ _-"-'-~-~~~ .. . ~ 

Jt' . "- I· ' , t' · 
~:JJ.ir<~-...:r. . ~I -~~ ~ ~ .-.--. "- . 

---·-·····- - ~- .................. ______ ,. __ _,,,... • .----............... p .... _____ ~ _ _, ___ • ..,.. ____________ _ 
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Finally, the u.s. will continue to expand cooperative 

efforts with other countries in developing their indigenous 

energy resources. 

' 
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National Export Policy 

During the past bolo years, the United States has strengthened its 

0\'m national nuclear export policies. Our intet~ests, hm-1ever, are not 

limited to controls alone. The nuclear weapons stat~s, including the 

Uniterl" States, have a special responsibility under the Nuclear Non

Proliferation Treaty to share the benefits of peaceful nuclear energy 

with non-nuclear countries. We have sought to serve other nations as 

a reliable supplier of nuclear fuel and equip~ent. Given the choice 

l>~b:ecn corrui1m4 cial benefits and progress to:·:ard our non-proliferation 

goals, vle have given, and \·lill continue to give, prior-ity to non-pro-

lifei~ation. But the·te should be no inco:npatibility bet\'!een non-p14 0-

liferation and assisting other nations in enjoying the benefits of peaceful 

nuclear po·:·tar, if all supplier countries purstle ccrr.mon nuclear ex~ 

poHi/?' There is need, hm·:cvet4

, for even r;:ore dgm·ous controls than 

those nm·1 ccrnmonly accepted, and for policies that favm' nations accepting 

responsible non-proliferation limitations. 

On the basis of my recently completed study of nuclear policies, 

I have decided to direct the Secretary ·of State to urqently pursue 

n~got·iaticns \·tith oth~r suppliet natio:1s to bl'Oa.d~~ ow" co;:;:r.on guid~-

.Ur:::!S f:_qr n~n~'wol if::r~tion criteri~_reo,!;iir'?.d fer· t~~ ct.por·t of peaceful 

nuclear r.n.tcdals and facilities. ~These criteria should include the 

follm·d ng: 

\Jh\~ther recipients tlt'C ~arties to th2 H'lnprolifel'Jtion Treaty 

or are prepared to accept g~f\ sufeguards on all nuc.leJr facilities; 



-- Hhether they are prepared to forego or postpone national 

reprocessing and sensitive enrichment activities; and 

-- Uhether re_cipients are \villing to participate in an international 

spent fuel and plutonium storage regim~.] 

With respect to countries that ~re current recipients of U.S. nuclear 

supply, I am directing the Sect~etary of State to enter }nto negotiations 

Nith th2 objective of conforming these agreements to ag14 eed international 

guidelines, and to seek tht~ough diplomatic initiatives to obtain their 

acceptance of the nev! criteria. 

J.·· 
#.-

?;{;._,c c:::.-a.,"n., ••• :-..J ~ifc~ ~..c..-&d ~-A~ ·lf'~ --.~d",·r.-..~ y ... ~ 

C.Oit1JY'P_..) s~rpc..:c.n.. )c.A.:JJl/JJI!5) v.~':l.L.. Cc.. ~~ pL.'...J b~ Tt.c.. 

u,..;+._d .s-+~+c.s to .._t.. L: _ ~sf\.A.o&-~«~1-.J -t. <t!!po.J 

pe-..c~6...JL .N""'&..lc.~t\. ~4.+cR..1"a..LS) ~tl X ......,:L.L .:Sa.4-,...,,•t: 

rt,. .. Cot-J~"-C.~ ~_sil~f,•.>_,;, f-p S'~" t(c..sc., ,;s..," fc_~,·._ rt...... 

I .a 4-e. c. -1' ,J?~. 
f?t!c.f!.;t;_.-L c~ ,.,.~ oc...c.c.c.J«.. ,:..,. ..,..J~u ~~.,..,

rtL..R.pA.JL.4..{~.o~ ....., .. ~"" .a'.....re=::. ~va.cl' ~7 c~-p.eA.o.n:...j. 
. i ,;___.~ ··-' ;;-v:.- ..., .-¥...,..,_,~ p~ ~~ ~,.r-7£ .-r~.r .,.J~,. ~ _.,,~~J .............----.... ~~- J 

t!.l( c.C/' r, _,.,.r ~ z:;rl"c..,s~ ~......, "Z"~ ..._ /-.. .-,.., ~"" ...._c. 1f"' )e.c.. '"7 j:J~__,.,.-.J 
$M-4~ .. ~~,:.~ ~ ~ c;._s~ .a.s. '--....__ --n,._J ,..,._;..... 1'# ~-
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J· National Export Poli.cy _, .... ···· 
~ /'.' . 1 ...,;. j During tb-~,..past two years, the United ~~_(!tes 

' ./ ~ . ~ i has str:pg~hened its own nat~onal/~uc~ear export 

I
' policl~s. Our interests, howe~;, are not~·mi~~ 
. / -tLA-V~~ -~~ --~- .. 
~ /··to cont~o~s. alc:_e· _._:~~~~u~ited St~tesz~al 
~ / respons~b~l~ty~ of ow•· o!;),l.gat,ons •..::nde:r the 
1 - / · -- ""--' ' .-:7 _,..~- - - , -:- · 
! / N..:GJ-e.a-Y.'---l~on-:3f61 i f'.or2 t ion ;:,l"'r>;:> .... a_,·t.o share the 

i --- - /- /.-i benefits/f 'peaceful nucle~-~-· energy with non-nuclear 

l
~ count:fes. t\'e have sou;~'l't' to serye other nations as 

a '5,-{iable supplier/f/;,uclear fuel and eguipme~__..----

~ /:{ven the cboi/:o;ii:ween commercial benefit;/ :>rid 

! rogress tm..;~_ra . our non-:proliferation ,,go·iils, we have 

j r given, an5L...Ci11 continue to give, ~ p·r·;ority to non-

! ·; · prolifpG.tion. But there sh9U'l{ be no incompatibility 

I / .//. 0-4~ ~"'1 ~ /v=t;:,'t~ ~ 
betvfeen non-proliferation ·and a ·.ri=o~port trade.._ 

' • ' ~ J'.A---~-1. -/'/.._, J..~.....J:.:t=' c{ _ (_:(,.,~_ .1 r~~--It-'~ J 
ll A (\ ·'f f) <• 1 . I . • - r-· f ~ 

~ /J:Pt · a~~~nc~;~r~As ~~;~tw(~~~»:~~J~ 
J ~t V policy. Ther~J':f~~~d, hO\-lever, foi;} even rnore;'f~~/v-

ja ~/! controls, and .. ..-{6~ policies that favor nations acce.ptl;g 
/Y. / ' ,...-"' 

// _ /~. . responsibJe,._non-proliferation limitations. -~~l~i;a.,..;· Yl:mii":i:i"tt~e!Cdr-
~- • . 7.~. ~~.{.~··, /~ 
~ I v\\i> L Stcu-~ 1 meve in this:=e~rQC~ j.&l't. ,/~ 
~ ·.0jJ 1 / / 

~ r "~}\y•}_L _../ On the basis of my rece;,tl~ ... ..completed study of 
, ~\r\t , v .... Y ·'t\._.~ / 
'1{/~ .f -....)/ ' (nuclear policies, I have decided that we will henceforth 
i\ ~,- fj''N\.J' .· x~... ../· 
-! J & ~.-Ji"' ·/}_.1 ~pply new criteria in judg'ing \vhether to enter into new 
j ' -~ :--: -~ --~~ _ _,../' . . .. 
a ,. Yt)~,~/.J ~ or e>:panded nuclea.r :: coop2rat1.on ,.lith a non-nuclear..-' 
~ \ N:~ ."\'...J . / on . _____ ,.... .. -

.. ... 

., ~ ::-'\.) ~- ,..--· 

luY"' ,~~~ ~ // 

l / ,··'":: i 

~~-----~~-~~P~.A-C~ ... ~:-M_D_uo»~~·~F~L. ~C. ~-M~. ---·~--~~-->~~--
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-- Adherence~to the Non-Proliferation Treaty will 
. - /~;,.;.;· · 

.. ~·;Y • • 

be a strong;;:-posl. tl. ve factor f'avoring cooperation._.----
#_;.-=· ,., .. -<-· 

_':/;.::--Nations that have not yet adhered to-..... the Non-
._;fr" ,.,._ .... . 

,;7' .... .,~· 

_.yloliferation Treaty will receive ~psft.ive recognition 
# .:;P" _.,~· 

! . ~ if they are prepared to subm~t,tb f ull fuel cycle 

~ safeguards, pending adhe~ehce. 
l ~,J!'·:· · 

; -- Recipient ~,~t-ions prepared to forego, or post-

f W,rpone ~ . ..a . snbst·&·:~:ia~ ~Bliiee, the establis~eD~ . I - - -.....__ - . ~--· 

~ ~ national ?epfocessing or enrichment ~Spivi~~es or, in 
~- / ./· ~~.,_ 
! certa~<cases, prepared ·to shap~.-- and schedule their . ~ - / 

~ :z:;.~{fccessing and enrichin~. --f~;ili ties to foster non-

' ~roliferation needs;~w{{~ be favored. 

: / - -- PositiV_?"'ficognition will also be 

I t· / d · · . 

-· ---given ;t~-----
~;;- ·· 

---~ na l.ons prepare to partl.cl.pate l.n 
r: ,., 

an international 
.-: ·· 

:; storago/£c:~irn~, under 't~hich ~xcess 
~ / ' / 

,..-:.--:' ... 
ftlel and any 

_., 

I 
! 
; 
:i 
i 

.. 
_, 

' II . 

' . 

,.. . ~- .... 

sep~rated plutonium would be ·_p-Iaced pending use. 
~- -~ 

/ .· Exceptional case~ .. }Jlay· occur in '"hich non-proliferation 

/,~ will best be serv_ e_d-:"'by cooperating with states not ye.t - -
.4-,. _,.,...,-

meeting thes~:.-<e'sts. However, I have decided to gp./. :.'· 
/ .. -.... --· ... ;:~ 

beyond~¥~ requirement in present law which rcequires ,:.....,. . 

for nuclear 

-•,.....•.::-:----. -~·_,._._...,........,._..-~-~ . . I. L.,.. • .. • ~ ... Tw--:".-:". ""CS~!O~I-·---~--
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f meet these strict standards will/"""?:Dt e Ol 5 1l 1 ~c:::i1'liA:iat.erJ ; . ./~ / .,. 
; ~~hou~ m! petso>nl "!ll';t;.Cllz..-l'<'n aQ .. an'd/ · · 

J ~-- The above cri teri_a/~ould provide the'" norm in 
i / / 
i negotiating all ne:w/.~r amended Agre7m~nts for Cooperation. 
I / E 
I I have also di:r;:.ected the Secretary· of State to~~-.... 

1 .. //'-./ 6,./ '" 

; ?iscussion~,~ith the other n~)iear 
i ornmon ou-~elines so that th-~y conform with these 

f princ1ip{~s. With respeqt/'to countries that are c~;;:t I rrients of us nuc~r{~ supply, I am directi~{~e 
1 ~-ecretary of State ).t~ enter into negotiatitn: with the 

I
• • A I - / /'" 

~~~ objective of c~orming these agreem~~t~ to agreed I /r// / internation~~/guidelines_, and to ~~~)~ through diplomatic 

" ini tia t .i ves.l-to obtain their acceptance of our net-7 
~ . /. ,-

1 [ criteria_/ ·· /-:'/ 
~ .. I / 

• ':!;lie reliability of Arner'icari assurances to other 
/ ! 

/ / 
nayons is an asset: that /fet-l, if any 1 nations of the ./-~ 

/ / · . _,./--J" 

/
~brld can match. It must not be eroded in the ,,uclear, 

or any other, area. //;~deed, nothing could myle 
. / ~ I , _. 

! prejudice our ef~orts to strengthen our erlsting non-. / ~ 

I · r · ~ " a· th b. /- • 
1,- prol1. erat1on ;maerstan 1.ngs an ar ~lrary suspens:t..on 

/ 

/l of umvarran)_d·d delays in meeting s;~pply comrni tments to 

countries,-·(,hich are dealing ,.,i th us in good faith 
/ / 

regarditg effective safeguarqs'and restraints. ~ 
~ ~ 

/ I 
~fl:lT:is-pF-i-ae-i-R~r~reqttires-t:h-a:-t--n-rra-:t-

/~ . ~ ,. / - l- _1.. 

L:*'~Y over-r,~7Rs>~r noeo ~J'>Ol'Es ~=e--

// 

..... -----.. ---- ·--- ---- .... ~ .......... -............,..............,.~--'""'- -· ..... ..,aOOJ;,.. ..... ,_ __ ,. ___ .., .... _ -,..,..~~=""-· ... -...... uc~.c .. :-:s-=-·•,.-.,.., ... '="· ""!.:--9..,>-
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"'Tc:!tULilC a to-the 'Rres.iden-t.. 

Despite intensi~e personal efforts on my part, 
..-:' t:!J§ I pu:;t:t:r= 

the 94th Congress adjourned without passing~nuclear 

export legislation which would have strengthened 

our effectiveness in dealing with other nations on 
~~ I 'd;:k .,... "1£2 • 

nuclear matters. In the absence of sucff·Iegislation, 
t~ 

I am directing the Secretary of State to work closely 
,..!.-st...;.t...uv'\..t ,.. ....... ~ 

with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to ~-ase• 1 

emphasis on non-proliferation concerns in the nuclear 

export licensing process. 

I will continue to \iork \'lith Congress to achieve 

improvements in our nuclear export laws, with due 

account for the need for broad-based multilateral 

support. I welcome in particular the constructive 

proposals made by Senator Pastore, Congressmen Anderson 

and Price, and .the-ir coll~c:1gues on the Joint Commission 

for Atomic Energy. On the basis of their suggestions 

anc1 my initiative~ 1 I will \'lOrk to develop bipartisan 

support for ne\·~ legisla.tion i11 this field during the 

next session of Congress._ -·-- - _ .. 

national well-being-~~e~~~ ·~ 

.. -· -·----~~--.r-~-._.., ____ __, _____ _ 
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the use 

__ be.-i_ iPi:sl~s almos~ as y:wave il1 a-lJalf'CJ"dfltng £fhs heW l!rteig:r---
= 

....., s~fltce. 

Our dependence on imported oil bas risen 20 percent 

since 1973, largely due to the failure of Congress to 

act on my Administration's energ~r program. The dangers 

in this situation are obvious. , 
. • C.OtL"tlA~.tAMlk~o ~ JJ- . 
\'1e must ~J:~:!Ve FM~~--r cons,evati?n, and 

~ pursue~eveloprr.ent of solar energy and other 

new non-nuclear energy sources. Under my Administration, 

conservation research has mJ;;~~~~~/hS~ 

energy research has incrfi'a~~-:1Qg z~~rch 
on other non-nuclear resources has./.. een4-Wikill gly 

raised. )t:em 1!11151 ' cii:Hjq§!J! l;uag Lha'E ':le SO e•,reR 'fflSiiif= .. 

But we must recognize that these ne\>1 energy sources are 

in their ~nfancy. No responsible scientific authority 

holds that 

-t>t..- Jv ... tas tic lJO-lcl'! .... OAorgy ~l'O~-&Mt is v;hether we can 

safely allow plutonium to be separated from used nuclear 

- ..... ---·------_......~------~----,.·----'7'"·---.-... ....... ,...... _____ , ___________ ~..---
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In light of this, we cannot think of abandoning 

nuclear energy. We are relying on nuclear energy to 

help us meet our domestic energy needs at least through 

the end of this century. 

'. 
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+ll':is g~!rtioh musE be :deii~~i:vel~ answeled:. Wea.-... 
~ 

-.JM:)&L ro;e S!fF#**A'&&Lelff±to · '!7@ reaehe~ tle~B'M't:. -

Equally irnpor~, o£a.:/~~,t1,.f~m~~tional 
nuclear poli~ &tAch i;-f~-;p~~;;--:16 our non-~ 
proliferation concerns a'l"!8 .ira- not ~riven by na:xxsw 

I> 

paree?t· ··on s n f do;:l-e!; t::t.c:::: needs. If we are to play 
, 

a leading role in influencing global plutonium 
. · - -·- . 

. decisions, we must examine object~ve~]a!~:.c~u:~~~-77-
&ll arb tsrv~· ~ ~ -<eJ 

issues related to renrocessing<» ~·tru=::s?\i!iff!-Q"~e ~t 
~~~t:Uu;~~ ' ~~ .. 

~·-

......,. ·wa"J {~1i!iJ~nly by so do1ng ca we ' fJJ.!o ,(,)) 
keep faith not just with £uture generations of c)Yr~~~ 

American,s but \'17ith our friends and partners aborad 4~ 
who "ill look to us to provide a credible justificati~ 

' · if aske;}to .refril,:in _!rom ;gwce~sing . ~ ~ 
~ A~J:_~..p~ . clU;Q ~~~AI-'Il/~)-··· -·-·"" 

I am th&'refor~autl=:f'lrl. Zl.:-:'9"' · .. r ~I l'"') t. 
. I • - •. .: ·- \ 

program to detenn"i ne ansHers to t:he £elle•.riAg qPest~o~s · 

- • 
. · 

.... ----~_.....,._ ... ........,_...,. __ .. ------~-.,._..-.... ~--- ........ --...... -.-·------:-. --~----
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~8~~ Jo;!tf};;;/M ~ 
~ . ~ te~l~-~~rnatives to 

# • 

be fuanfh-

supplier and consumer · 

nations to join us in avoiding export of reprocessing 

·technology, we will explore means to include appropriate 

participation by other nations in this experimental 

program, in such a manner as to support our non~proliferation 
. 

objectives. To ensure that this pr?gram serves non-

proliferation objectives, taking into account the 

nuclear programs and policies of other, I have directed 

the Secretary of State and the A~~inistrator of ERDA 

_1: ~~ ~Sfh. the IAEA ~~ff::M?:Je!!d states 
he~ ue /j.r:Jall:z~~~:I-Ju;e-o£ our 

experimental effort. 

, . The experimental program \"ill fit into tbe frmne-

· ~·or);: of our recently appro'\:.ed safeguard arrangement 

with the IAEA, serving as a testing ground for the 
~ ........... . t ,..··~·· "' ;* . o;.\, ·:-..: 't.. , :~ . ~ ~ 

development. and demonstration of techniques to provide 

safeguards agc.inst diversion of pure plutonium for 

use in nuclear v:eapons. In this connection, \.;e will 

urge the IAEA to te·st and apply the most vigorous 
A).-'\..(-; A.-<'-,~ • 

possible safeguards to the experimental ~eei~itj' itself-

Finally, this experimental program '\'lill~ 

~feotiye~complement the ongoing Nuclear Regulatory 
'('"'"-

Commission proceedings concerning the wide-scale use 

of mixed oxide fuel in nuclear reactors. 

__,_.,..._,..,.,...., ...----- ·----· "'"?"' ~=~vncwr-------~----,-------~------~~----~·---------~ 
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uadrnpled the 

for our of nuclear waste. 

a complete depository for such 

waste by 
/ 

a speed-up of the program to demonstrate the components 
~/ 

of '~e disposal technology by the end of 1978. I 

have recently directed,. bm11ever, 

ha.~ al~o directed that the first demonstration · 

~pository b? suh~itted for licensing by the Nuclear 
p 

" Regulatory Col1".--nission to assure its safety and 

/ acceptability to the public. ·· -·--·- ··· ·----
I 
f 
1 

. . _ _,. ., .. " 

--
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The decision I have made today does not effect the u.s. 

program of research and development on the breeder reactor. 

That program assumes that no decision on the commercial 

operations of breeder reactors, which require plutonium 

fuel, will be made before 1986. 
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..... - .. . . . 
Consistent with my decision that reprocessing is no 

longer to be viewed as inevitable, l-am directing today 

that the waste di~posal program include careful study 

of the feasibility of long-term storage of spent fuel 

that has not been reprocessed. 
. 

* 'I: * * * 

The challenge of nuclear proliferation demands 

candor. It can perhaps be managed -- but only 

partially and temporarily by technical measures. It 

- --:--

can only be solved, however, if all of us face the 

problem realistically. ~hese realities are fundamentaliy 

political·, relating to .the determination and foresight 

of leaders in resisting perceived short-term advantages 

in favor of fundame.ntal long-term gains 0 t'le ask all 

leaclers to~·ir individual and collective 

interests are best served by.internationally assured 

and safeguarded nuclear fuel supply, services and 

storage. vie ask them to turn ~side from pursuing nuclear 

capabilities which are of doubtful economic value and 

have ominous implications for nuclear proliferation 

ana instability in the world. 

The record to date is not perfect. The broad 

consensus against the acquisition of nuclear weapons 
--·; -·-

is a s9.ur~e of encouragement, but it is certainly 

not a basis for complacency. - ·------

.) 

•• - • -. - • ""' •• -- .. ____ ,._ ... ,.... -..: .• ~; - .... 4.-41"!'4~··1~-· ;,c:!"'· -SO"''IIO>lrit .... f -..: Nt ;-. ..... .....,9-' ·•""'C"""'' IIII'LD-4~'1~Y.~~-
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I do not underestimate the scope and complexity 

of the challenge and the program I have just put forward 

to meet it. Success depends on an extraordinary 

coordination of the policies of all nations toward the 

common good. The US is prep?red to lead, but we cannot 

succeed alone. If nation!3 can \<:ork together constructively 

and cooperatively to manage our co~~on nuclear _problems 

we \V'ill enhance our collective security. And \-:e will 

be better able to concentrate our energies and our 

resources on the great tasks of construction rather than 

consume them in increasingly destructive. rivalry • 

... ----·- ... - -··. ..._ ......... . ··- . -
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MEMORANDUM FOR: THE PR E'SIDENT 

FROJ-.. 1: BRENT SCO\\t"CROFT 

SUBJECT: Statement on Nuclear Policy 

The Question at Hand 

A draft statement has been prepared by State and Bob Fri for release that 
would lay out your new policies and implementing actions, domestic and 
international, to control the risk of nuclear proliferation. Although not 
intended to do so, by giving heavy acknowledgement to the risks of 
proliferation, the statement may be construed by some as being "anti 
nuclear", and conceivably could affect the nuclear moratoria votes in 
sev·~n states on November 2. On the other hand, the tnedia and Governor 
Carter hctve been making an issue over the lack of public actjon on the 
Administration• s part in this area, and Carter might be expected again 
to play on this then1e in Friday night's debate. Also, there have been 
a series of leaks and follo\v up stories misrepresenting your new policy 
position by implying that you intend a $1 billion bail-out of the consortiun'l 
owning the incomplete reprocessing plant at Barnwell, South Carolina. 

Your decision is needed on whether or not to release the nuclear staten1ent 
no\v (before the third debate) or to wait and rewrite the statement. 

Background 

As you recall, Bob Fri' s report to you on nuclear non-proliferation, 
reprocessing, and waste disposal was subn1itted in early September. 
Based on your decisions, the following actions were to be taken: 

a ne\v staternent on U.S. nuclear policy \vould be n1ade by you, 

we will indicate our continuing support of nuclear power ahroan, while 
taking specific new actions to control the sensitive aspects of the 
nuclear fuel cycle in other countries, 
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we will reorient our own approach lo reprocessing, n1ainly because 
of the international risk of proliferation connected with a business
as-usual attitude toward reprocessing and the diffusion of reprocessing 
technology, 

rerpocessing in the U.S. would only proceed if the economics warrant it 
and if the proliferation risks can be demonstrably controlled, 

the government will assist in a do1nestic comn1crcial scale reprocessing 
dem.onstration -- possibly with foreign participation and under lAEA 
safeguards -- to test the questions of economic viability and safe
guardability, and 

the government will undertake the responsibility for long-term 
storage of radioactive wastes, and will construct a demonstration 
facility to demonstrate the waste disposal system. 

Following your decision, State contacted the foreign ministers of the other 
n1ajor nuclear suppliers (France, UK, FRG, Canada, Japan, and the USSR) 
to notify them of your basic decisions, to outline the several specific inter
national actions that we would propose to achieve greater nuclear restraints 
and controls, and to solicit their conunents and a general indication of support. 
Although guarded in their responses, these states will not object to our in
itiatives and can be expected to support n1any after there is a fuller under
standing of our proposals. Where there were specific sensitivities, State 
has wdt'ded the draft statement to avoid an adverse reaction abroad. 

Draft Statement on Nuclear Policy 

A draft statement has been prepared to enunciate your decisions and the 
imple1nenting actions (Tab A). It has been approved by State (Kissinger) 
and ERDA (Fri). Based on the perception that our major problmn with 
nuclear power, at least at this time, is concern over the proliferation risks, 
the statement deals primarily with your attack on that problem. Your 
decision to support U.S. reprocessing, including the possibility of 
demonstration, must be carefully handled because it can be perceived as 
in conflict with our internatio11al thrust against reprocessing and because 
of public speculation that it is a "bail-out" for Barnwell. Don1estic re
processing activities are mainly explained in the statement as a response to 
the proliferation concerns, and not as a step by the government to facilitate 
the development of the dornestic nuclear fuel cycle. The non-proliferation 
emphasis of the statement is also in recognition of the fact that the current 
political focus is on non-proliferation, as evidenced by Congress' pre
occupation with the subject during the latter part of the session. 
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By emphasizing the non-proliferation risks, you may be perceived .by the 
nuclear indnstry as undercutting nuclear power 1 s future in the U.S. 
Although your staten1ent is intended to support nuclear power, per se, and only 
express grave reservations about reprocessing, the atmospherics may seerp. 
"anti nuclear". Unfortunately, son1.e ambivalence is inherent in trying to 
deal in the same paper with the different problems we have domestically and 
internationally. 

Your Options 

1. Go ahead now with the statement as is. 

Pros 

Cons 

This will get you on record with a series of firm steps addressing 
non- pro life ration. 

It will make clear that you are not committed to any specific 
reprocessing demonstration and halt the extreme statements about 
your planned bail-out of the AGNS plant owners. 

Through leaks here and official approaches abroad, the stage is set 
for your statement. To delaywill possibly raise public questions 
about your com1nitmcnt, and be anticlin1atic when released later. 

Although some rewording can improve the anti nuclear ring to the 
statement, any statement giving credence to a palpable proliferation 
risk will be misrepresented hy some to show that the U.S. cannot 
safely proceed with nuclear power. 

The arms control conununity, which favors no reprocessing, will 
criticize any forward movement on domestic reprocessing. 

There will be sorne \vho interpret any implied commitm.ent to 
proceed with reprocessing activities as a secret intention to bail
out AGNS plant. 

The proposals in the draft statement will not be easy for 
untutored readers to distinguish from those put forward by 
Carter. This presents the opportunity for a charge of (a) n1.e 
tooism or (b) flip-flop on your support of nuclear energy. These 
charges might be made, however, if a statement is made anytin1c 
before the election. 
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2. Rewrite staten1cnt so as to deal in the most balanced possible way with 
both domestic and internaUonal concerns. Issue it after the debate, 
if possible. 

Pros 

Cons 

'. 

Mitigates somewhat the risk of having your position confused with that 
of Governor Carter. 

You have a good record which you can discuss in debate even 
without a statement. 

Another rewrite might permit bringing balance into the statetnent, 
although State believes we cannot go very far in that direction 
without undercutting the strength of the non-proliferation com.
mitment. 

You ·will not be on record at the time of the debate. 

You may find it difficult to justify the delay in issuing a statement. 

There may not be time to deal with the statement next week, 
1neaning that a delay until after the election is a virtual certainty. 

3. Postpone issuingthe state1nent, probably until after the election. 

Pros 

This will allown'lore time to try balancing the statement with more 
focus on the actions to support the dom.estic nuclear power, 
although major changes in that direction may run the risk of 
making the statement seem weaker as a non-proliferation 
commitment. 

The nuclear non-pi·oliferation issue 1nay not arise again in the 
campaign. If your statement were badly received {\vhich we do not 
expect), you would be bringing the issue back to life to your ovm 
detriment. 

Postponement will avoid any possible negative impact the statcrnent 
n1.ight have on the nuclear rnora toria votes in seven states on 
Nove1nbcr 2. 
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You \yould avoid charges of me-toois1n and possibly seeming to 
change your position on the support of nuclear power. 

If the non-proliferation issue fires up again in the debate or 
during the campaign, you will be able to point only to past 
diplomatic actions and to studies underway -- not to a recently 
enunciated, comprehensive action plan. 

Since this statement has been so prominently foreshadowed in the 
press, further delay may be interpreted by some as a falling back 
in your com.mitment. 

State believes this statem.ent will have a very positive effect 
abroad and will allow us to initiate a new international regime 
for controlling proliferation. They are therefore anxious to have 
the statement issued. 

4. Rewrite the statement to make the focus entirely on non-proliferation, 
and issue a second statement regarding domestic nuclear power problems. 
This would exclude the purely d01nestic actions fro1n the current 
dialogue, l11ereby be less likely to be seen as biasing our domestic 
nuclear progran1.. 

Pros 

This would put the focus where the concerns that were most 
prominently discussed in Congress and the press lie. Hopefully 
it would avoid tarring the dornestic program in the process. 

It would permit. subsequent analysis before the cornmitment to a 
U.S. supported reprocessing plant and waste disposal facility. 

We could put the new policies regarding radioactive waste 
disposal }nto a separate statement, but the domestic and 
international implications of the reprocessing decision 
are entwined. \Ve could not address international reprocessing 
meaningfully without stating at least the key parts of our position 
on domestic reprocessing. 

It would not counter 1ncdia criticis1n that the U.S. plans to 
"bail-out" the AGNS plant. 
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Your Decision . 

1. Release the nuclear statement now. 

APPROVE ----------------
2. Alternatively, hold it for further rework, but release it before the 

election. 

APPROVE -----------------
3. Alternatively, hold it for further rework and release after the election. 

APPROVE--------

4. Or alternatively, turn it into a non-proliferation statement by 
removing the separable parts dealing with our d01nestic nuclear 
program, and release before the debate. 

APPROVE --------------------

I • 



.. -- NUCLEJ\H POLICY 

'l'oday the pepples of the world face a threat unlike 
otl.aV" 

any in history. It is the threat of nuclear weapons 
A. 

proliferation, the threat that nuclear explosives will 
~....Lw .~ ;:;:~:n--? •t/1-r.. t-V:"U-cl :> 

spread -- to h:u ... ge nations, to sma-1.-l-'-H-a~/\ and even 

that is the more formidable because it arises from the 

promise of nuclear power as a realistic alternative to 

continuing dependence on diminishing and uncertain 

supplies of MU£Pen•:4:leod oil. 

If we fail to co~prel1end and contain this threat, 

the result, inevitably, ~ill be tragedy. But we can 

and we will -- end this dange~ by understanding it 

c,l.early and ~cting wisely in concert \·lith other responsible 

nations .<f/ For a world in which the possession of nuclear 
. . . 

arms becomes increasingly widespread would be a world 

in which the security of all ·is imperiled. Haintaining 

international stability in such an environment would be 

incalculably difficult and dangerous. In times of 
. . 

regional or global crisis, risks of nuclear devastation 

would be immeasurably increased. 

~ I 

Nor can we ignore the perils of theft or seizure which 
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Today the pc9ples of the world face a threat unlike 
o1t.c:z.r 

any in history. It is the threat of nuclear weapons 

" proliferation, the 
,.J!.A4 

spread -- to l~Lg~ 

threat that nuclear explosives will 
~ ~"'".n--? cf {-1-t.. c..-.r:-"1..41 .) 

nations, to ·smaH-"H-a~A and even 

to terrorists0 wh-o h;nre no na+i on ..a-t=-a-l-l.. It is a threat 

that is the more formidable because it arises from tl1e 

promise of nuclear pmo.1er as a realistic alternative to 

continuing dependence on diminishing and uncertain 

supplies of .W:rp 1 er:d oil. 

If we fail to co!Ylprehend and contain this threat, 

the result, inevitably, \·iill be traged}·· But \'le can 

and we will -- end this danger by understanding it 

c,l.early and ~cting wisely in concert \·lith other responsible 

nations$ For a worid in which the possession of nuclear 
. . .• 

arms becomes increasingly widespread would be a ~orld 

in which the security of all'is i~periled. 1-ia.l,ntaining 

international stability in such an environment would be 

incalculably difficult and dangerous. In times of 
. . 

regional or global crisis, risks of nuclear devastation 

would be immcasm7ably increased. = .:.£ net: ts&.lF9W3lia ?j ··Q£rt 

Nor can we ignore the perils of theft or seizure which 

~,·--:--r-.- ,-.._,....__..,., .• lft.\-.... ~ ... _......-~ ... , ""--. ·""'.'\..,.........~-. .-................. ~ ....... ..,_........ . ....... , ..... ·.··• t *::". "':"• •• I £. • • .' •••• • I P."':'~~·-..c:...,;· ..... -.-·-'-r'!--
1 . • . • ,"' • . •• ~ • • ,: •. h : .. • : ·.:· • ; ••• • • .. • ... 
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incrca!>cd nvailabili ty of nuclear \vcapons must entail. 

'fhe problem o~f nuclear proliferation has been a 

major concern of my Administration since I first took 

office. Last summer I directed that our efforts be 
ikot'ouc;,l 

brought to their culmination by a eeH~p~~~ revie\-1 of 
nA..i- '5'tc.t.l'i ha~ bc:.~.k C::.OW4t'>tc..+...J. 

our nuclear policies. 1 n~~d the-x~~aie 
t: 

nwi ,M .be fox:e L?bo.li: Dv]' 1 and,. have s'liiw:ree deliberated 

\'lith great care on its recommendations. 
. '" 

Today~ I am announcing aR iMf$03! La1rst new American ~ 

policy based on those recommendations. We have 

approached the major suppl"ier countries to begin 

discussion of these polici~~, and I arn convinced that 

our nC\·1 policy ,.,ill benefit not only the national 

interest of the United States, but also the \-.'elf are 

l-1y policy deals \'lith the \'lorld as it. is, not as 

\'/e might wish it;: c__!.~-~-$_ i:P.9J.1GY ... ~~h~t .. ~;~~;·cii~s~=i~~iti~~te 

national interests ~n nuclear power with non-

pr<;>liferation imperatives. Indeed, developing the 

policies and the programs to prevent proliferation 

without eliminating the enormous benefit of nuclear 
. 

energy is one of the major challenges facing all the 

nations of the world today. 
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-- There nrc legitimate interests in nuclear 

power. The 1973 energy crisis dramatically demon

strated to all nations not only the dangers of 

excessive reliance on oil imports, but also the 

rcali ty that t.""h ..... il! f!OO the \·lOrld' s supply of fossil 

fuels inevitably is dwindling. As a result, nuclear 

energy is now seen by many nations as an indispensable 

\'lay to satisfy rising energy demands without prematurely 

depleting finite fossil fuel resources. Nuclear energy 

can lessen their deepening dependence on foreign energy 

sources 1 and diminish '!:li~. ~~~_r~_j:~~-~~~i-~.~~ -y~l~era~!"rl ~Y-~~~~ 

to fluctuations in the supply of oil. And for nations 

with no fossil fuel reserves of their own, nuclear 

pm.;cr can be central to their economic \\'ell being. 
sos-~e 

\'iJe must understand the motives which are leading ~ 
~ 

states to plucc .(Jreater emphasis than ,.,.e do on nuclear 

pO\'ler development. For unless '1.\'e comprehend their real 

needs \\'e cannot ~xpect to find ways of \·lOrking \'/ith 

. them to ensure that their legitimate concerns and ours 
---------~----·-
'are both met. ~ - --- --- ·-- .. - ----

· -- Yet the peaceful application of nuclear energy 

confronts us Hith a dilemma. Nuclear fuel, once it has 

J:>een burned to produce pO\'ler 1 contains plutonium, \•lhich 

can be chemically separated from the spent fuel. That 
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pluto:1ium can then be used to help generate additional 

power. Unfortunately -- an·a this is the root of the 

problem ·-- plutonium is a key ingredient of nuclear 

explosives. The world community simply cannot afford 
~ 

to let this dangerous material and i-t-aL relat't!!d 
q, 'toP\"~ t..~ ~ow.~~\~ 

technolo;-,y ~pre ad uncontrolled over the globe. v7e 

should not permit it to be produced and utilized unless 

and until the most stringent conditions and arrangements 

for avoiding proliferation are developed 
a.J~-b. 

and ~"l.t4.towAvet" 
I, 
1~. -

-- But no single nation, not even the United States, 

can hope by itself to control effectively the spread of 

plutoniwn and reprocessing technology . The United States 

once '~as the preclominu.nt supplier of \·!Orld\-lide nuclear 
~~~1~~. . . 
..w:aorg¥-o \vhile \-le rema~n a leader in this field, today 

, . 
other suppliers have come to share the international 

le~ tf,.~;:-;,t .. . ft~~ o-f T~t~. 
market -- with the US ~ supplying 

l\uc.lca_. h:. 1a.-l.or ~ftc.~. 
~e .a:tt'+!e:E'Ba&iQn ~;1;-maili}'Qii a 

-....1. I · , f1 f 
c<r<X~'Cl:l~j-e 

Therefore it is essential that we exercise our leadership 

through catalyzing~~ooperative international action, ' 

not through futile attempts to impose our preferences 

on suppliers and consumers.. \'le must avoid the temptation 

for rhetorical gestures, empty threats or righteous 

posturing. ------~-~-----· .,--------------
_ .. _ ,. _ _..~.---~ 

From the outset of the nuclear age , the United 

States has recognized the dangers of proliferation. And 

·--- ·-7"'\-.. 

I 

\ 

l 
I 
I 
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we have been a leader in efforts to bring them \mdcr'· 

-
control. \•le took steps to share the bcncfi ts of the 

peaceful atom, while acting to control its spread for 

military purposes when President' Eisenhower proposed 

establishment of the International Atomic Energy 

Agency. \·~e took the leading role in negotiating the 

Nuclear Non-Proliferation Treaty. 
'l::,~"ii:C'i"~~~~,<=, .. oAt: tW:~*'' !t..:. =: us·r.:;~ 
~i.=-o±-i-f-cra-t.40H-.q..&s-been-a-t...op -:---::-3:: ... :y-""(...---oneern 

~:i~t;r-a.t.ien-s~e I t.ook office in 1974P ~t,= 
fle."' 
~ ·He have made considerable progress in reducing the 

(' 
. . . 0~ . ; . 

poss1b1l1 ty ~ 1ncreas1ngly \'lldespread possession of 
wltc.L~~l4 

atomic \'leapons '\io:lew:Ld~ evcn'tually spark the holocaust that 

all mankind fears. 

But the urgency of our task has become even more 
t • 

pressing. l\'e and other nations nm·;r face critical 

nuclear policy decisions. · 

In forging my neH nuclear policy initiatives, I 

have proceeded in the conviction that f;~~lm:~~ 

soifJC!I.I'ltji•ami avoidance of proliferation must take precedence 

-n -· __ _I_ 9Jler econor:.: and commercial interests .• Gr.~ sthoct~1 h=-
l ~-~ ~ ~ ·}r... \'er~e"'~CJ.~~ 

~ 

~;..economic benefits e-f nuclear ~~1¥-..._\-o.:;---bc-;' they 
l~ 'C:l~·- • 

cannot justify the dangers that ~ threaten a world 
~ 

faced \·lith the uncontrolled availability of plu~onium 

and other nuclear explosive capabilities. 

. __ .. ~ ... -- .. ·--.... -
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l\s 'a rcsul t of my nuclear policy revie ... r, I ·ha-ve 
kt («-,;-'! ,r( M'"f·(l<-, . , • 

therefore -GOnG-l.udcd thtlt the reprocess~ng and recycl1ng 
¢--..j ..z.~- . -1::k..v..... c:, 

of plutonium s-h&un1 not proceed unt.~l ,,re cH:.e ·confidenc:.c:. 

that the \'lorld community can effectively overcome the 
c~-~ ..,J- ~--1 .. -4 

associated risks of proliferation. To l:mp±e':..'leit-t---my-

i~-.....c.t~~t rJ.-r.l- • · · b th fundamental •J.~~;~;..on requ1res v~gorous act~on on o 

the international and domestic fronts . ..... 

~ revie\-.r also eon;ir~ed the ma~o-; role that nuclear 

1 
. ee.. po"t-rer must p ay 1n 1Mtt1ng both domestic and foreign energy 

needs regardless of whether plutonium is to be separated 

and used as more fuel. 

Internationall y , I have decided that the United States 

. 11 d . 'Ui)[{4~ . w1 un ertake a·ma]or~ccelerat•Qa of our efforts to 

control the s pread of~onium and technologies for 

separating plutonium~! viot t:ewatd-reduc~ 
commercial competition which can undermine our non-

proliferation goals. Indeed, peaceful nuclear 

cooperation can only prosper within a credible international 

system \·1hich reduces nuclear risks for all nations and 

enables legitimate energy needs to be met. This effort-

requires the coope~ation and support of suppliers and 

consumer::: alike . I am directing the Secretary of State 

··-

to seck the support of othe r nat ion!; for strengthened 
_,_ ~ •--:r:-~ .. --·-.......... --.,. • K< f' -~~ _PW..,i r ...... .-~· *'1'· 2 ...... .,~crme!!f - . ,_,....,.._..."!J""'A'I""+""' .. O!§C_,...,.., • ..,. ... s-•-•••'1''"'""4~W.~USpllle'!~$ orr-



.. 

non-proli.fcr:l tion npproache;, and for prcvcnt:i.J]U control~ 

from becoming elements of comm8rcinl competition. In 

pursuing_ global approaches to non-proliferation, the 

United States recognizes the responsibility to cooperate 

with other states in realizing the peaceful benefits 

of nuclear energy. And He will do so with o-1± nations 

, . 
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prepared to dedicate themselves to non-proliferatioh. 

Domestic~lly, we must cn~ure that our pro9 rams 
.. 

and policies are compatible \vi th our international 

position on reprocessing. I have thGrefore clct<~nnined 

that the Uni t.cd States should no lon~r regard reprocessing_ 

resolved. 

~bOf'IJetr'L:&:·J•;nL-·"·i-ba~~.on pr o:t.~i<:5!1 -ob"-~-E-~ vB--s;:J. 
fJ~c ot\.. ()1 "''1. v.l 
AI a'? directJ.ng the lldministrator o f the En~rgy Research 

t:!:.o.~J..c{p 
and Dev,~lopment Administration to ~~~~~~..;..::~.! , . 

. program::; to conform \d th this policy. 

He are committed to consU~uct a nc\v era of global 
v4 M.P.&. c._O, Ar.. ~~ 

cooperation founded on strong us support. From this 
1\ ~~~«i . 

basis, l am aw~;~~~~~ a nuclear policy to deal 
. ~ 

specifically \-lith the three major areas of concGrn : 

coordinated international action; strengthened national 

export polic:i cs; and cffectivl~ domestic programs .IH-':l'"'~·c:.:~· .. ~tl> 
~~"'J-d: ~~.c . . . 

F1rst, I am a1rcct1ng new and a~cclerated international 

initiatives to: 

• .. • ~ ~ • ..,. ... ...... .. ._.., ... ~ • ..,~ ... ··~~ .. -· .. ,.·~.·~.--.. ~·--.-· • ,. ..... "'" .... ....,...,,_t.,...._ ....... .~~ . .••. .,. ... -~ .. , .. - 0 .... ~. · --.~ ,..-.~rf'l't'~ ........... , - - ........ ~ -.~ .... ·-·'I'-· -~ ........ ,.. 
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-- P.crsn<tdc other supplier nutions to join us in 

exercising r:1aximwn restraint in the trnnsfcr of 
. . . .f.~ c.~ I i +-;e..., lo" (-';U(o\J., ~ (lo, 

rcprocess1ng und cnr1chmcnt technology ond ~ . 
oY Je.(av-\'"l~'l ''.H-~C'.l, o:;c.•"-'~ihue C!.)t.f.:Wt, .f.ot- ::,.. pe.l'io&. o~ ~i: le~~ t~N:.e- 'ft:A< 

-- persuade suppliers to offer, and consumers to 

accept, nuclear fuel services instead of sensitive 

technology, so that countries accepting responsible 

\-lill have an assured supply of nuclear fuel; ~ ~e> \? 

assume responsibility for accepting the spent 

fuel of consuming nations, as appropriate, in return 

for financial reimbursement or fresh reactor fuel of 

equivalent energy value; 
-----~~~:.=~~~-----~ ~~-=-~~'"}iW!PJIWC:U4 

....-=:::~.\;~-<e"'xplore a r r ~n gem<' n t:s 
~--- . 

for coordinating the 

resourcc!t: 10f suppliers sCl. t.hut --------- ---·· 
they can offer assured 

ul1d economical fuel services without corrunercial 
~ ~ .,, 

• ~. t• ~~ ~,rJxunt<HLe_o..r....ili.o•,dvont:aqe; 1 ,, ~'~ <": ___ ::::_. -(Q --·--" 
) \~ .~-} -- urge a major commitment of financial and scientific 

~ ) ~ { resources to strengthen the safeguards capabilities of 
~ ~ '\ ~~ . 
\ ) \\ ~ the International Atomic Energy Agency and to vigorously 
\~~J < ~ ) 

r~ .. ·~ ~ ~ 
1l.t' \ 

pursue cooperative international efforts to upgrade 

physical security standards; and 

-- set a firm policy of international penalties 

for safeguards ~iolations . 

Second, in recognition of the continuing need to 

exercise leadership in our m·m national export policic!';, 

' ' 
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I am .dirccting that the United States take into account 

t:he follo,·li~_~g .:~x c~itcria ir!_ conjunct_!on \·lith peaceful 

nuclear-COOl~eration~_yli th non_:!1UClea·r-\oJCdl")011 states-:·-·. 
-- whether recipients arc parties to the Non-

Proliferation Treaty or are prepared to accept IAEA 

safeguards on all nuclear facilities; 

-- whether they are prepared to forego or postpone 

national reprocessing and sensitive enrichment activities; 

and 

whether recipients are willing to participate 

in an international spent fuel and plutonium storage 

regime. 

~1ird, to support our overriding non-proliferation 

and 
. . 

c~ pursue technology <l.ltcrnatives to reprocessing. 

These i~l~e the foundatio~1s of our ne\-: approach, and 

the three areas \-:hic:h our policy ,,,ill address. Let me 

now turn in more detail to these three central areas of 

concern. 

.,. 4 ··- · --". ' .... . --·· - ~ ·•<4'•··-..... .• . 4 ...... ... .., __ .. .. - ... 
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Internation~l Initiatives 

.... /A suc;·~ssful ~olicy oE :aeducing the world\·ride c· ;_,.,- "'' 
risks assoc.:.ated \·lith plutonium will r~quire the 

support and cooperation of both supplier and consumer 

countries. \.i'o secu~· ~~-uch support a~d cooperation, · ·~,. ( C#1v.u.. 

C!\.~ t.( 
we must 

J./.. ..-: .. -.. ·: . . .-:- il"'J'~t

demonstrate t~ other nat.ions Lthat concurr~n7e 
rv:.. ... ! .· ..-.r 

wit~ the in:.tiatives I am launching today Hill §_o.t 

~I {).~.·. J 
ha~ their :~egi timate economic interests[' while 

enhang-~gJ the future safety of al~ n3ti~ns and t l !} 
"':!: (' -'·''" ·. '::.:. I).·'L 

peoples. \We ·will \'lOrJC at solving ec:momic problems 
\... 

\'li t.hl all.; ~~~ions that join us in giving precedence ::J 1\. 

to non-proliferation and e~vironment~l goals:.:-:-- . ./- -: .,_, __ . ._::J! ~-b .... ~d . . 
/\LIJ N-J -! ,, C <" 'f .,. 

[£ unildtera~ decision by the United States to v.r.'t:-,"'-H· ".vA-

• ·S"'-- <J/1--'·' .._. t- -_ • ~ 
defer cornn · tment to reprocessing \<lould serve no - 1 r1 -', 

, • tf• .. -t(:..·.l~J. w ·'~'
( "'./"' . , .. . ... 

useful purpose · f other nuclear supplier nations ().MAJl f- '~H'-- • · 
. ~~~·--t-

plunged ahead with 

My second m~jor decision 

dipl<;>matic effort to reduce t 

· access to plutonium 

reprocessing technology. • 

to undertake a major 

\-lorldwide risks of 

therefore flov;rs directly from the fJ.~ 

-- . . ... . -- -_,__ -
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During the past two years, I h~ve vigorously 
. 

pursucdnon-9roliferation through multilateral cooperation 

with other nations. tBecause of the grm'lth of nuclear 
::r:1-l ~- VJ!1..._Q.-ct_ ~t ----..' :__ 
capabilities am~~several potent.ic-.1 supJ?Uer nations, 

[!.have reje.:te~highly pu:.,! icized o.r unilat.cral 
, r~.;r~ .L ,to-e. r ;,~.;!-:J..Q_ ; 1:~ ~-~~ cl.-<) (.A.r"'__u. 

approachesA·~ch not.only would be futile, but also 

couldjeasily alienate both supplier and consumer nations 

whose cooperation is esset1tial to fhe success o!Jour 

on-proliferatio~ efforts_. :r-11~-r~l. ~~-vt. AJ-t~.d-:..A .r~~ ,1 .... • ._,....,. J-..c..u 
I ' C: i"f'"' ·-t.:: -

l-1y most inunediate concern has teen to improve 
tr .. ,:~.""--~Ji--,.1 ~h s-:--.-::·r·{;\~""'- 1fl 

internationaf' safeguards ana controls.'' In 197 4 , soon 
, . ~ ~ . 

after I assumed office, t_<:]proposed strengthening and 

standardizing non-proliferation measures at the United 

Nations --· ~In 
General Ass~~~:- \...;, · 

the fall of ,!J974'"'; J I became concerned that some 
'-- -

~ -
nuclear supplier countries ~eared to be/prepared to 

r~ -
offer nuclear exports under,conditions less rigorous 

than \'le believed prudent;-;(in order to achieve 
v--- -·- (}-

competitive ad;antage:'J I ~-~~~~;~~~-t~..i thee~~ concerns' 
~ l.- .-J -----direcfiy to my counterparts in key supplier and 

recipient nations. I directed the Secretary of State 

t~ Eplore w~ys of} e~phasiz~ilgjtnultilateral C'.ction 
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to l.i.mi t this dangerous form of comp<!ti tion. 

At our initiative, the first meet,ing of major 

nuclear suppliers was convened in London in April, 
o.~.d :J ..: u ..-<. ......... ·--· J 

1975. ~dditiona~meetings and intennive bilateral 

consultations follmV"ed. ' .,A r. . ·: . ! 
.,.. '~~.·· J·· , ·"' •• ';.c, "'•J... '' "'r~ ~ ......... , •• ...,.;/ • ,. 

A lt f h · h r-d- l d ~·.:J.-c.- .• •• d-:.u ·, s a resu o t ese meet1ngs, He ave ~eve ope. i+,.~. v,·...; 

~ J11-U.::1 ~~"'-~~ ...... ~.!t- ...,-: ~ .... ·.-~ J 
c-~~~e\~~u~~-~lin~s to go~ern nucleetr exporb~f;<·' .v. ~ / 

.... ,;.~t involvtfl<Uboth improved safeg~ards ~;:d-~ont;~ls t~~A a.c.q 

prevent diversion, and _physical protE!Ction against ~ lt~l 

theft and sab~tage. {2_his achievement: has significantly c::t.f:>l~ • 
r~ised international norm~ The Unit:ed States has 

adopted these guidelines ~s policy fc>r nuclear exports. 

In addition, \·le have acted to deal \·lith the 

special dangers associated \·Ji th plutonium. Even prior 
I • 

to today's decisions, the United States took the 

following steps: 

-- We have prohibited export of reprocessing and 

other nuclear technologies that could contribute to 

proliferation. 

-- l\'e have firmly opposed reprocessing in Korea 

and Taiwan. We \'lelcome thetir sigrdfican'fl decisions~ ~~a.·:(_ /',~+l~-..,:~ 
\..- - >I 

to forego such activities; ~!1~ \V'e \1ill continue §_u~ 

effort~ to discourage national repro::essing in other foc..t ... -\-c."o~:\.,. . 
al.--~-· ... s of vconcern. 

ra~t(c:.t~{~\:" 
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·l\'e (!;v~negoti.atcd agrcemen1.s for coopcratio~ 
\'l-ith Egypt and Israel \-lhich contain the strictest 

;' 

reprocessin9 provisions and other m:.clear controls 

ever included in the t\orenty-ycar his tory of our 

nuclear coo?~ration program. 
I I -~ ., I • ~ •,...(. ) w. 
p{b~~ ..... '"~,~~~ta~t ""gains rin the effort against 

ll \,_... 
proliferati:m have been m~~ ~uring the t\~O years" of 

my Administcation . Last year, the Fede:r:al Republic of 

Germany, It3.ly, and other European states completed 

f""'l ratification of the Non-Proliferation Treaty. '.This 
/( 

year, Japan also ratified the Treaty -- a significant 

step after many years of serious debate o- wc1'1\tt ... .:r n.\'a"-•. 
'il.t lv..vJ<l .. H-.~{e~ c; !-

In addition, last month, at my direction, ~e ~ f~ .~~) 

proposed to the~nt~rn~ii9.ui:r~\£Qrnic El}_q_r_gY.A~encV ~ 
- -· - \1/---·---------~ agreement placing uSl clv.il ~uclear facilities under • 

"-------- ,.·.~;;:_r..~.~,~~e.:;... kM c:rrt-qvec.l ~~,~ ~~ c,;~ ,\Me~~ ~=- . 
the safeguards of ~ t_AEA_j ~is lias nm-1 been approved 

by that Agenci.l - . 
~,, . .:r.jespi te the1~gains1 &hat have be;en mad:] the cl~ngers 

"J.·-.2.. p~~~pJ. ~-b ~-hc.'.!vM~ · 
posed by reprocessing andll. uncontrolled plu~oniumA demm1d 

further, decisive international action~ ~here is, in 

addition, the parallel risk of spreading uranium 
. --rltW ~ 1\VW<l-k' 1~ 

enrichment ·t:.echnology• ~ich must continue t.o bE] 

effectively controlled~ o.-c:l ,;, f4:c_c.Jl~\ t.:.;, fkt. c.t;.~(:., 
· 1 ~\ e·:. ~ · , " 

(}v-' • ·'!:J :1 
To rnee'c these dangers r1\propos~he follm-1ing_j 

comprehensive international program:·eich flows direct0 
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L~rom the fundamental policy decisions I have announced 

toda~-;·l 
~ 

I call upon all nations to join w~th us in 

exercising ~aximum restraint in the transfer of 

reprocessin:J and enrichment technolcgy and facilities 

by avoiding or deferrinq such sensitive exports for a 
. 

period of at least three years. This \V'ill allm:1 1~g . a I · Ll I · ~ • - ~ 
~""2M.. ~.,P.,..().A,J.~ 'VO ~~ AI-() .. • -

· ~UPJ?liers a 1d cpnsumers to U.~~~ 
/~oJJ-1.t ,..;~~ i<--"1:. A.: 

meeting nucLear needs with minimuni risk, as we assess 

carefully the wisdom of plutonium use. As we proceed 

in these efforts, we must not be influenced by 

pressures t0 approve the export of these sensitive 

facilities. 

[~. addi t:i~iJ I urge nuclear supplj crs to provide 

@i~le~~? consumers \·lith nuclear fuel services in place 

of sensitive nuclear te6hnology. N~ticns accepting 

effective non-proliferation ~~straints have a right 

to expect reliable and economic supply of nuclear 

reactors and associated, non-sensitive fuel--~· 

~1 such nations should share in the-benefits of 
~;j \Y 

an assured supply of nuclear £u~ even though the 

number and location of sensitive facilities to 
,."')·"' f tl'.l...-" ..... -

genernte this fuel .is··' l imited to meet non-proliferation l--...; 

goals. The availnbility of diverse fuel cycle services 
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in several different nations can prcvidc ample 
... 
assurance to consumers of a continujng and stable 

source of supply. 

(i_~ is also desir.able· to continue studying the 

idea of a few suitably-sited multinational fuel cycle · 

centers to · :r~~ regional needs ,iwherl7 effectively. . 
\...._ ......) ,, . . ' . - ,__,. 

safeguardec and economically \varrant .ed.1'~-'ih~~~h~.-;..";/..J"'C_ -~ ') 
/\__.. ~ 

. . -·r v -------- . 
these and xelatcd means, we canlminjmize incentives 

for the spxe.ad of c1an9erous fue 1 cycle capabilities. Vle... /N.J.•.:..i
.. eo--...tt.~ {o ~.-n• .. G -\-b~ r·~J.:t.Q.d~.,, 

· The United States will-do .its part to ensure 

that any country accepting rE7_~ponsible restraints 

on its nucl=ar pm·1er program '"'i th regard to enrichment, 

re;erocessing and pl~tonium disposition \-Till have an 

assured S\lEJ?..!..Y. of nt~clcar fuel. To this end, I have 

di'rected the Secretary of Sta t:e t-i th regard to curre~t 

US recipients, and in ne\v agreement~ for cooperatio~ 
to offer binding letters of intent for the supply of 

. -- C')..":~-4.•_:!.· ~.:. IA~j._~ (.1.~ t··:~.: (· ~.,._.(-{-.'( 1U..<t-f\.:_ .. ,.;k 
nuclear fuel to countJ:~esA willing to accept such 

responsible restraints. [These would be fulfille~ S~.r"".Pl~ 
/\.GI"I)·t..n.\cc~.·..at .... 'ia- v.~tf! lc .. v,\l .... t-
Aeither by new government capacity or by private 

suppliers, :3t-our-discretion . · tt:i , .... : .. ·,\ \:. _\ · \ l.'r····· -:J 

The llni ted St.at.es is n0\1 

prepu.red tc enter into n~otiations or a!:'rangements 
f-1~-t' c:ul. ~~._,.{ - ""-vJ..:f-..,·1_.~~ ... "'j_ th consumer na tious. ad..J.u .. !::...i-n:-; restl~aints under \vhich 

--'----------::--~--!\-- • . ~:..::..:..:.:.::..._;:_..:...;...::~:____;_;.~...;.;. 

~ '-'...,~1 m . ...J~L7 ....... ~ c1~ i :., o ;:: 
th-ey '.io-u-J:.f1-<-lee~H::d-t:·::~~:ight,.s:-...-?£ disoosi t:ion {.over) ~r. 

spent fuel:) ·.·There appropria'!_:c_ and where it can dcrnonst~ly 
. 

. ..... 
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these ·nations \oJould . be ~ ::,;-} 
. 1 . -- _,· 

[ o ... ~ either r·~imburse~en_:) or!t frzs::~,..-~~:~~~r~;~~~ :~~ _ 

of equivale:1t ener9y value. ~ any-'su~ arrangement; ~ur 
•. ,,,)-f""-' ~ 1\ 

objective "'~· be to ensure against ~ntj economic 

disadvantag,~ to the cooperating nation. 

In pursuing a program of assured fuel supply 

and fuel ex,=hanqc , the United States seeks no com_mercial 
..... 

advantage {i:r-e:·r-ottre-r-s'U.P'P'i"'±'c-:r.·~ The program can and 
"'-~ --( .,l-" .. _.._ -·· ,v ,. 

will be adm:.nistered ~~ a way which, :ivoids- unfair 

advantage in·the sale ·of reactors or related services. 

At my direction, the Secretary of State will initiate 

consultations;to explore arrnngements for coordinating 

such resources) a~d~: develop·§~ other meanstiJ ensurtnfJ 
c-··•1\, ·. 

that r.;uppliers l~~ ll be able tciJoffer, and consumers ~.'.11\ 

@_~~- 1 be able tEJreceive an,nterrupted and economic~l] 
supply of non-sensitive nuclear fuel and fuel services. 
_/..-- ~ ,. -. h~ 1\~·-·.:'-{n-u~l b_:, 

/ ~o reinforc~J·~hese policies_, \'le_i must ~develop means . 

/ 
"'~ I I ~,t-:-.::.;..1; e....c~~ .. ~ ... h e;-

to e~tabli~international ~OR~~l over the~plutonium/ 

( @selQ whether in separated form or Gill unprocessed 

~ _ _';ent ~~e accumulation ·of plutoniunlUilcler~ 
J t 1 . . d b'l' . . fl d 1 • . , con ro l.s a maJOr esta 1 1z1ng .1.11 · uence an , as sue 1, .! 
( / 
~--~ _ _p_::-ima?=x _ _pr~lif:ra tion ri~k. -n~~------ ---·-

The UnJ. ted States ,..,ill, in the immediate future , 
..- -"'\ . 

pursue discussions aimed at !the e~t~Cl~lish~tent of! a ne\-l 
\.__j 

international regime to urovide for storucre of excess 

civil plutonium and spent reactor fuel. I ·am directing 
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that~ ·vi~·orously pu~sg this propc sal \-lhich we made 

t.""' the International Atomic· Energy J,gency and other 
;" 

interested nations last spring./. 'J.;-·:, · ··:·.~~~1 O:• .. ..;::·.: J, 
.~ 4,.. :. .. ...,/ \ 

,-... -"'\ 

Creation of such a regime \·Till {greatly~ strengthen 
~ __, 

\•mrld confidence that the :-grmving. accumulation of excess 
---- ..:J 

plutonium and spent fuel can be sto1cd safely, pending 

reentry into the nuclear fuel cycle or other safe dis-
. 

Position. I urge the IAEA, \·7hich iE em~owered to . · 
.1:': I ---=-'· I ' (If' ·~,,J.... -1:~ ·1"'\ -t ;) I.~~ • 1-.-~V~\.' ;,..,. 

establish su~h a depository, to g~ve~tornpt implementation 

to this ~onc~p5 
Once a broadly representative IAEA storage regime 

-.·~t l\,\;.·3~.!·1-.d·<'..J ~~ 
iS in Operation 1 r~ie are prepared tO' ' plaCe OUr 0'\~n eXCeSS 

\.... . ....J 

civil plutonium and spent fuel undcz its control. 

Moreover, we are prepared to consider providing a sit~ 

fQr international storage under IAE'z'i. auspices . 
·~ 

The inspection system of the I~EA ~emain~ a }~ey 

element in our fentirel non-proliferation strategy. The L:::: -.J • 

world community must make sure that the Agency has the 

technical and hlli-nan resources needed to keep pace .with 

its expanding responsibilities. 

I therefore have directed~ major commitment of 
. . Jn,~ ttu~ pt.:.._:·p~9'!, 

additional resources to the IAEA:-, and !alsoJ _ -·----
'~ '· ·~.:·~(. , ... ; '--

a moLilization of our· best :scientif:ic talent to support 

the Agency. :.t\<~o o f our principal national laboratories 
~ 

---r"" I ' I f ! 
-1- i·-~.J;~ \.'.'-..).!~\ \4.1_~ ~ C' 1• 
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(l~ve been C.;irccte-;] to provide ussisi..:.ancc, on a continuing 

basis, to the IAEA Secretariat. 

The terrible increase in violeLce and terrorism 

throughout the \'lorld has sharpened our a\\•areness of the 

need to as~ure rigorous protection for sensitive nuclea·r 

materials and equipment . frortunate]y, the need _to cope 

with this J;: roblern is n0\'1 broadly rec:ogni zed] Hariy 

nations have responded to the initic tives \vhich I have 

taken in this area by f:_ateriallf} strengJeni~g their 

physical securityl/and _ by coo~erating_ in the development 
t'J.:eU.r.. ·~"'"'.) ·-...r~ /•'.•.c. !-l .:.(':,\ .·'•"~"'/ .. t..tt.O.;; 

of international guidelines by the IAEA. As a result · 

of consultations among th~ major suppliers, provision 

for adequate[!>hysicai} security is becoming a normal, 

condition of supply. · ' , . . ' 
I • 

Steps are ·stillJ urgently needed, hov1ever, to up-
'·. .l ,..> 

g~ude physical security systems to meet internation'al 

norms, and ·to assure ~imel~ international collaborc;~ion ;, 
()./.J ... ..1'.11 _, 'L.<. ~ 

~n the..J rec9ver~ o~lost or stolen materi~ls . Con the . 
~-.- •f- ,. . ·• :l 

basis of my revie\"l of nuclear policie I ha~Te c.iracted 
~9-9 --·--

that the United States .. vigorously address the problem 
, " 

of physical security at both bilateral and multilateral 

... . 
ley_~ls, includina e:~plbration of a possl.ble international 

convention. 

-... __ -
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I • { ( "'I:J ( " ,. •<!~.- .;.:f,;'\-~1·.y,!;l' • 
'j ... +· ;-., . ' . 

· The United States is prepared i~ embark with nll . . .....- --
.. . -. . --."'-~.{ :', f.·~ 
its resourc~s on c.c~vclopment of the s-ystem of iriter-

'J [ >! , (::.v..:} - ---·-· '- . • 
national. co:1trols ~at I have here c·utlinedJ ;.Even 

~1hen comple te_1 ,fE.c!•vlCVer ]no system ~j controls \~S CNA. 

... , ~ ._,J:;..~; 
likely tj br~-\effective 1 if a potential violator judges·. 

that his acr1uisition of a nuclear e>.plosive \'lill be . 

received wi·:.h indifference by the ir. ternational 

community . 
.....-n.v~ ' 

\. J(ny ma·:.erial violation of a nuclear safeguards 

agreement -- especially ~he diversion of nuclear 

~aterial fo~ use in making explosives must be 
.., r .. ' 
{ ..... · ... . _ _.. .. 

universally judged to be ;a·n extremely ser~ous affront .._:. . ____; 

to the \vorld community 1 calling for . the immediate 

imposition of drastic sanctions. I seJ~ve notice 
I • ,.--

t oday that t.he United StatC!13 \·lilJ.; . respond to v i olation 

~-~' nati~!.1 . of _an~: saf.esuc:;;:7q~ec_m~nt to \lhich \·le 

are a party \•lith, at a. rninirm.1~ fmmediatJ!:cut off ~c;>f] 
_.) • ~-~.J /: 'C~~·A:,..., ~ 1\.1\J \i:.·~~.-il~ 

our supply of nuclear. fuel and coope~atl.on to !that ;t~:•.L::·.•~r-:!'_, 
/\ .. I ·. ··; , .. .. J. • L- I •• >.'•· • .J--

~/...:.I~~- '' l•../"' ~·· • /~·..,.,,; ........ ~ . ,.. .. ._ f ·~~ \..CG••·""~• .. t 

nationj .we. ~u13 consider further steps 1 not necessarily ··f-C>t.: ..... ~1, 
t' _(' ((.-~ .c 

confined to the area of nuclear cooperation, against 1 . :). f ·"'X.,:.J . 
the viola to>: nation. Nor ,.li 11 our ac·t.ions be limited 

to violatio:u; of agreements in \·lhicl: '\>le are directly 

lnvolved. .In the event of I:1<'!.t.crial viola·tion of flny 

safeguards agrcemcnt: 1 particularly agreements \·~it.h the 
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IAEA, \<TC \·li . .t l initiate i rmnediate consultations \'o' i th 
, , J J • • . • 't...~-lr , •. ,lce.· v:~~v.- :1~ 

a"'ll in tercs·':ed nations _.,_._ .... .:.. c.\ ~ .. ;[:' c: \ n::J,.;I/ :J (i" '' , • - · 

t.·A u. . . . · , ~~ ._, ~--h~"" , . 
Univerual recognition of the total unacceptability 

of the abrogation or violation of an~ non-pr oliferation 

agreements .. s one of the most i mport3.!1t steps v:hich 

can be takell to prevent further proli f eratio n . Ne _ .. ~.J: :.t.f '"\. 

~vi t~ all concerned governm~nts to 3.ffirm pu~l.i.c.ly 

that they w:.ll regard nuclear \'r'rongd)ing as an intoler-

able violat:.on of acceptable norms of international 
. .. .. l.J.. c-.u... : •. : cO 
behavior, :\.which t,oul~J 'set in motion .strong and inunediate 

counter-measures. 

!inally, the u.s. will continue to expand cooperative 

efforts with other countries in developing their indigenous 

, . 
~"'he-tlrritcd-&t~$-~-Pl~.cJ.n.g_in.e-recr~ .. :uc1-oll~~1...~ 

OK~m-'l~.:-~r~~J;:t!flH ~~~.f-rll~n.:J.)JJnl.f'...? .. :r......rv~~' }:".fi!.R ~~~~.£...P.:;.P.;;;\.;;;.~!.r.:-:.;;.:·-·~--""'...;.•-· -----
1k: ()') ,..c4. ,;;:-:.;:::;J~~(j J. -:t/~{;;.;:J.,_;,_t~ .,1~~ I ... :~~:;,:;--
\'k-h~'1-T..r'~ proposed the establishme n t o f an I n ternational 

1\. 
Energy Institute,~ecificalljU designed to help develop-

ing countries match the most economic and readily avail-

able sources of energy to their pm·ler needs. In many 

ca.ses, this source \·Jill be non-nuclear. Through thi5 

InEtitute and other appropriate means , we will offer 

technol ogical assistance in t he devc~lopment of 
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National ExJort Pollcv 

~ ~ring the pas t t•.vo years, the gpi te~ States 

has strengt 1ened its 0~9-tional-~t.:clear export 

1 . . ~. ·-· --- h 1 . . d po 1c1es. JUr 1nterests, owever, are not 1m1te 
- ' (~ 

to controls alon~~ 1

The United States has a special 

responsibi 1 i ty ~R~f-ou.x:-ob.l.ig.a :t.i.o~J;-.tlw 

:· 

N~...e.a..r-Non.~ProJ jferatjoo Tre~ tc share the · • 

benefits of peaceful nuclear energy with non-nuclear 

, cg~\~ies.}we have .so-;,ght -~o s;,::-~;;;;-;;a~~:~~ ~ 
a reliable .. :mpplier of nuclear fuel ~~d equ~~tent. _ ... 

1
;. 

'. . ....._Give~~h; choice bet\V"een commercial benefits and \ 

progress toward our non-p~oliferation goals, we have 

given, and will continue to give, priority to non- ~ 

proliferation. But there should be .n~ incompati~ility . 
. (,_,-:1-A-, r-... -::~ ~· ~ , ... ~=t::,.,~ ...._._ 

b'et'\'leen non-proliferation and c::.-v-igG~e*Pe-l.~Fa4,_ ) 
~~..,~~_..,~ . -//':'-· J,.a-, .... ;l.J; ~~ ,r~<..'-.ivj ,~;._·~·-- (J/v..~\... f 
1£ alf suppl1er countr1e_s pursue common nuclear export 't/)' ..__ __: ____________ _ 

poli~t:J ~ere is need, ho\.;ev~ '·for even more rigorous 
Bv.J- vx OAR... w.u.:'.A.Q. 1 r~.l ~';!A'..i'.,, ~ /"'1 t /;·,c.~(_) 

' controls, and for policie~ that f~vor nations accepting 

responsible non~proliferation limitations. ~he United 

States will move in this directio~ 
1}-~, ----@n the basis. of · my recently corr~pleted ~tudy of 

~ ~.·, ;.JJ~·"""~~~t .S 1 ·t~.:!-w- {J 
nuclear policie:_j I have decided thc.t ·\·ie \·lifli henceforth •·: ( 

apply new criteri~ in judgina whet~'r to enter into new 

or expanded nucle~:ion \·lith a non-nuclear 
# 

\·rea eon state. 
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Gse ne>r criteria ~r-;J .. 
Adherence to the Non-Proliferation Treaty will 

\~,. ON J ~ ~ •. . • f.!~ c.t· ''.\:\ Jr~->-:( ' ,..- -. "'· · · '· - · 
alstrongJpositive-~?ctor favoring cooperation. 1 
~-...,; .__, 

-- . Nat::.ons that have not yet adhered to the Non-

Proliferation Treaty will receive positive recognition 

if , they a_re prepared to submit to ft; 11 fuel cycle 
'----- I. ' 

sa fegu~d~( pen~~~-adherenc:J <J.f',,.;J, .... -L.<-~ 1t> 

~ -- Recipient nations !prepared tO? forego, ·or post-' , '-:-.. ........,: VJ ,. ~ .. )_ . . . 
~;one;~r a :.mbstantial period, th~ establish~~nt o!J. 

t 
. -1 . . . . hn t t . . . ,(!~). .... na ~ona reprocessJ.ng or enr1c :ten ac l.Vl.tJ.es or,- 1n 

. I\ 

certain cases, ~epared t'iJ shape and schedule their 

reproce~sinq and enriching facilitie s to foster non-

prolifcrati~n needs;.j ~ill .be favored.\ . 

-- (EPsltive recognition , .. lill . aiso be g iven to"l 
tiJ 'I'·· I • • • • -~ 

• Q.. Wv-li {· • · · _ .. , .. • ,.:....... · · · :.._~.;......~ y...,_r.H), tuA::,..l- .. L.~ 

n~~ions ~e'?area·-- t~1participate in an inter~citional \ 

. "' ~---"' •' ~,tl \!.t storage regime,,/ runder \'lhich excess fuel and nny 
tJ) ~'J- VI C 
ft. 'o . ~ 

tJ-L''" ""( separated plutonium would be ~laced p~nding us:,j 
o.A ,.;)M!~ r- ~ 

A ~xceptional cases tnay occur in which non-p~oliferation /!/.'··· 
,\ /I.,_. --

@lD best be served by cooperat: i.ng ,.lith states not yet 

meeting these tests . However, I have decided to go 

beyond the requirement in present iav7 'vhich n:~quires 

Presidential approval of all new ag::-ccments for nuclear 

coop0ration Hi th other naJcions. H~nceforth, nogo'tiation 

of any nm·r agreement \·lith a nation \:hi ch does not nm..r 

1 ...----~- -
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meet these strict sta~dards will not1 ... eve;../ be ini tiatcd 
L. ·-....J 

\.fithout my personal approval in advance. ,., 

@e above criteria \V'Ould provic e the norm in 

negotiating all ne\'1 or amended Agreements for Cooperatio.;;J 
---' 

!"";.'.' 
'V:'\ I have ~also directed the Secretary cf State to open '-. ----' . ""~ , ... _,. . '. r 

discussions \'lith ~h~., other nuc~ear E:uppliersi. to shape 

common guid~lines E that the_i~onfcrm with these· -:.t~J..t/.,t-~ 

trincip les J ::; ;,~,, ~:' spect to · ~-~~'n tries th~ t';;;-;::~) Current 

recipients ·:::J us nuclear supplt,l I c;m directin_g ~he 
. • - - U/:.'-t{, ~ 

Secretary of State to enter ~nto negotiationsEith the 

objective o~conforming these agreements to -~re~ e, /·;.. 
international guidelines, and to seek through diplomatic 

~ -r~~ 
ini tia ti ves @.~ obtai~ their acceptar~ce of rour nm7fl 

criteria. 

I • The reliability of American assurances· to other 

nations is an asset that few, if 
.J~;l.Q. 1 

world can match. It~ust -not -be 
. _j 

any, nations of the 

eroded in the nuclear J-~ 
~ any othe:J area. f?ndeedJ :~thing could more 

______ Pr:judi~:--~~-efforts t._? strengthen our existing non

G~prc,lif<:.~!~~~n- . understanding:] than arbitrary suspension 

or umV"arranted delay$ in meeting supply commitments to 

. • I 

. t I . countries ,,·hich are dealina \·dth us in oood f.;-ith :.",....v .:~· ... .,·•c:.:~~ 
'"' J . • • I '- ....J 

•': .. 

e_;egardin~ E~ffective safeguards and !·est:raints. 'l'he~c v .. ~ 1 ·.·~..it-.:-• .. · 
-, r:::- 11~-.tJ·· c~~~·-t-t : 

i_mportancc of i.:his principle requires t:.hatl final . . l '·~ ' : .. -: .. ~- ~ "'· . '~ 
·- / - I..' ' 

authcri ·ty over the licensing- of nuclci:!X expo:Lts be"1J ·-f,.__, p-tcc;..,~ '~ · 
~ L II. • .' 
,, ~[;,f ,-: .• , .•• / .(,-(j;-'·· 

\.' ..., • J 
I ~rCC ,;.. e \., .. ,~.·- • 
' . CL c (l.::;;•·•""' . 

~---
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.. 

/)'\.VI.-'! k"" (,-e 
- ?lo. - ~ 

/{eturned to the President. 

Dcspit:~ intensive personal efforts on my part, 
. ~..{.. 

the 94th Co:1gress adjourned without passi~;;n=uclcar 
export legi :;lation which \.;rould have strengthened 

our effecti.reness in dealing \vith other nations on 
. ~~ 

~:;!~1"" '"'~.~
nuclear mat·:ers. In the absence of suchA l~gislation, 

I am direct.tng the Secretary ~f State t~work closely 

.L,J ....-.i -<.·\, ·'\..( ,.,.,~.7t.l· ..... 
\'lith the Nu·::lear Regulatory Commissi:m · to .MHJ.~£-e-4' 

emphasis on non-proliferation concerns in the nuclear 

export 11ce!lsing process~ 

I will continue to work with Congress to achieve 

improvements in our nuclear export lm'ls , vrith due 

ac;count for the need for broad-·based mul tilateru.l 

arid Pr i C..!2.t. an d. t h ""c~...l.· • ...GQJ..J.aag U€"t.3-e-n-i:-he·..,...Ju:h'rl-,:;c)fr'Jn-r5s ion· "" .... 

:fi.'€'-~m-ie'4.:!!li:!r9y-:-;· On the basis of their suggestions __. 

and my initiatives, I will work to develop bipart~san 

support for new legislation in this field during the 

n~xt session of Congress. 

Implications for DomE:stic Pol i.cY 

f r .. , ,.·~- ! 
c.·(~· : r1 
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a.s,saci at..cd 't·{j,.th .tao-use. af ru~J car .une-rtJ~-ieuld 
--- J'-· 

bG risk.§. .. almo.st vs-g,,-ave 5abrinctotr..Irg thts now·enet.;y 
1 • r • 1t ' .. r, I t . . .. ,. SO\JTCOL':". , ' . .. ,. . , .,_J .·· - ·. ___ ._, . 

Our dEpendence on imported oil has risen 20 percent 

since 1973, largely due to the failure of Congress to ·-

act on my 1.dministr~tion' s energy program. 'l'he dangers 

in this situati9n are obv~ous . 
Cf;«.h -M.C4a ~<tf.-2-l~r..-....:Si ~W!A~ . 'J~ /i".tW_J.-

We mu~t ~~ moi,Q~f~~~onservation: (£ndj 

~~ pursue dev~lopment of solar energy and other 

ne\v non-nuclear energy sources. Under my Administration, 

conservati on research has more than quadruplecl~ . Solar 
f...-1.c=~ -~ l~ ,1.-!,_;:j).Ae:... -.t~ -f..'!lfb~.at.~ 

energy research has increased j!g~ p~.:.tf\ and research I 
oJ~o 1 

A on ~::1Jnon-nuclear resources has been G~d~~~~,~~c~ J • a A . 
/J.M)..~ ·~ . '1 . 

/-,_raised • I ""'(ffm-1'l~\1' ... ·i.-S.~(J.r.~!~JP.£-1~a. .;. r: ~ --c.rrzi1:.-w-cr<J:o-\!r'v0."r-:.~- ti-,__~~~(:.l. 

But we must recogni ze that these nevT energy sources a.re 

in their infancy. No respons ible s~ien"'d.fic authority 

- ... 
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...:..r.~~~ :~::1 i; app:cueehi~ a 
--~ . s;. • · ~.n-m~st- be dc..~..;r. 

1\ 

Equal!} i mportant, we must formulate a national 
C fJ'J1 tt .. ~ .tV~/( AV..t.tit\:U,~~ 

nuclear pol J·cy/
1
whicnf/is respon~i.ve to our ~on-

proliferatic n concerns ~14--i-e...fJo~~~~-QW 
f. 

a leading rcle in influencing global plutonium 

decisions , \-'e must exa~ine objecti.ve ly the crucial 

issues related to reprocessing ~nd seek to resolve 

the --r·r.r:~• uncertain ties )J ~1.;..i~lt4nf~~t.;j! c t;!'l·--;,~> · 
. ,,,._ ...... ~..., ....... - . - ... ..-· --- ~. -.. _.,.,, ... 

;•· , .... ·-- k~i~~~:J.al~"' ... --:}~'.s...t-.Jyj..J;h fu!;..u..}i;l3~ol~:li-

"-hr.i~!'!':rb'71Tr~-I.:ra~~u"ti"f"'"'f!":i':~::nd'[~i'rd,.~wl"i'i~~">~l,d--:-. 
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~/(·'&u.a/P ~4.tAL8-ilJ1;fcf 
-- l:'i'1d-:::/J~~~ ... tcchnologic,J.l' al1:e~natives 

I\ ~ 
to 

reprocessing can be found. 
' I .. ,,~ ~ I ( 

~nsist~nt wi tfj asktniJ other supplier and consumer 

nations to j:>in us in avoiding export: of reprocessing 
~ ~ . 

technology, ile will explore means 
1 

to include l;ppropriate 
1...- --J c.:= . 

participation ~other nations in th:.s experimental 
,.,__. • '· ~ I 
,.,..- -·J ·-• .:t ·.. ... ·, . . ~ .. , . 

program, 1.n :such a manner ·as .' to suppc.rt our non-proliferation 
'-- ~ ·.._ ..J 

objectives. J!2 ensure that this pro•Jram serves non
'-;---

proliferaticn objectives, taking into account the 
_, :.1• -~ ,, ... -"J 

n_uclear proc;rams and policies of other..J I C~laVe.J'directe'd· , 

the Secretary of State an·d . the l'.dmin.tstrator of ERDA 

to consult \l.'i th the IAEA and with interested states 5·"s. 

c. . . -1 iHtP./.J..~l :#t> . 
~ore ue f1.nal1.z~ ri.~~l~;,e~}I,.,z;. scope and nature of our 

experimental effort. 
,~ 

Th~~experimcntal program 

C6~-vJl·<'- ~\ 
\vill @it into the frame-

\·mrk o~our rccentl:X" approved safeguard arrangement 
~ ). ··-·-•.;) 

\·lith the Il\EA,. _s,er.Ving .as a test.ing ground for the 
1-, ;,. .. ~ 

development and demonstration of techniques to ,r;,rovid~ . 
cr..- <::: 

safeguards against diversion of pure plutonium for 
,.;..r- :·--;.. J 

use in nuclear \'!eapons. In this '~onnectionj v1c \-1ill 

urge the IN~A to test and apply the mos~ vigorous 
~ • J. • (P- '\..4"7j A.,~-,........ .. . . 

possible sa fcguards to · the expc riment.al \..-.. 1-{..~t")" its·,.1-~ 
1..._. 

t-J 
Finally, this experimental program will/serve to .... _ 
effectively complP.ment the ongoing Nuclc,l.r Regulatory 

I --
Commission. proceedings concerning t _he \·lide-5calc use 

of mixed oxide fuel in nuclear reactors. 
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The decision I have made today does not effect the U.S. 

program of research and development on the breeder reactor. 

That progr am assumes that no decision on the comnercial 

operations of breeder reactors, \·lhich require plutonium 

fuel, will be made before 1986 . 

..._) ~"'..:-- •. =-::rtie ~1~~:...i.J..vr. £a~ tAA--0 fWD ~""..w!i o f ..... ~QJI!P..J.r:..&: + e.v:·:·t-;:w.l e~-i..es ... ___ ._...,.,...,.,._ ~ . , 

~ ~~e"-l~t·..,.,.:f:.i,..~~-i.-s-,., p~'6;;:0:nr+c..:.l.r..J- rhe expc r imen tal 
L E I<J? ff ),{.J:jj )»~e?,-..0 - -_J 
program tha·: ~ ar;.,-;)f..:.....Z.~~~ ... ·;,j ~t \·lil1· provide the 

' ~~ .. --- -~_.. .. ,_..., ______ ....._. ... _ .... ·-· -- ----~' 

Y ··~CV..~dk~~~J,_>f?'·d·~m"'':'•y-'I!rhrr:i·li.:l':'~~,:'L~TrtO'T't~'""'..,..J.."'-'~>t"~>-._•-..\. CJ 1..1 a c1 r.u p 1 ed the 
- -- -·-- -------- l c 
bndget for our program to dispose of nuclear \-laste. 

\·1e expect to demonstrate a complete depository for such 

waste by 1985 . I have recently directed , however , 

a speed-up of the program to demonstrate the components 

o f waste disposal technology by the end o f 1978. .I 

have also directed that the first demonstration 

depository be submitted for licensing by the Nuclear 

Regulatory ~ommission to assure its safe ty and 

.. 
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""' Consis1:c nt \·lith my decision tha":.,.reproccssing is no 

longer to bE~ vic\'/ed as inevitable I I am dircct;ing today 

that the '\'la~;te disposal program include careful study 

of the feasjbility of long-term storHge of spent fuel 

that has not. been reprocessed. 

**~'=** 

The ch<tllenge of n 'uclear px·olif :ration demands - (-- . ----.. .. ' 
~andor. It can(~erhaps \~~-ge~_)-- ~~E only 

partially and temporarily/ by technical measures. It 
~ I 

can §l~be solved, howe~er, if all of us face the 
fw·~ - .. 

problem rca~1i~tically. ,The se !realities are fundamentally 
. I L -~ .-r ... V:~ /·.: ·~-~ ,_,_.. ..(.. 

political~ · (~lating t:<?J the determination and foresight 

of leaders in resisting perceived short-term ndvantagcz 
, 4 • • : (i , ··n 

in favor of fundamental lopg-terrn 
'-'!·'.,..."- -•.... -,"' . .,..., 

gains. \ve [!_sJ!_j a ll 
-*-;..:.<.-/~ ~t}J.'J'....,\Vf:.P 

leaders to:seeJt.hat thefir tndividual and collective 
'- ·i~ 

interests are best served by internationally assured 

and safeguarded nuclear fuel supply, services and 

storage. We ask them to turn aside from pursuing nuclear 

capabilities which are of doubtful economic value and 

have ominou:; implications for r..uc l ear pl:olifera t5.on 

and instabi:ity in the world • 
.fi 

'J.'hc record to dat e is ~ not p e rfect. 'J~hc broa d 

conc0n s us agains t the vcquisiti o n of nucle ar weapons 

is v. source o f: encouragernent, but i t is certainly 

not a basis for complacency. 

... - .. -. 
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I do not undcrestima te the scope~ ,.and complcxi ty 
. 

of the chall3nge and the program I hl~e just put forward 

to meet it. Success depends on an e>traordinary 

coordination of the policies of all rations toward the · 

common good. The us is prepared to Jead, but \•7e cannot 

succeed alo~e. If nations can work :ogether constructively 

and cooperatively to manage our cominon nuclear problems 

\·le \'lill enhance our co~lective secur:.ty. And \'Je \vill 

be better able to concentrate our energies and our 

resources on the great tasks of constructjon rather than 
.~,{;~J..,V·~ .. ~ (/,_..~· ~',.#-:!- . 

consume them in increasingly · destruc1:i ve rivalry. 

I ' 




